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Warrant for Annual Meeting
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Milford, in the Coun-
ty of Hillsborough, in said State
;
quali-
fied to vote in Town Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the town house
in said Milford on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March
next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following" subjects :
1. To choose all necessan- town officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To hear the reports of all town officers, agents
and committees and pass any vote in relation thereto.
3
.
To raise such sums of money as ma}' be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year, and
make appropriation for the same.
4. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the building and repairing
of highways, bridges and sidewalks.
5. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the amount of money necessary to secure state aid
for the permanent improvement of highways under the
law passed at the January session, 1905.
6. To see what action the town will take in regard
to oiling roads and raise and appropriate money for the
same.
7. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for sewers, or take any action
relating thereto.
8. To see what action the town will take relative
to carrying out the wishes of the late Mrs. Mary A Lull
as expressed in her communication that accompanied
her will to the town, pertaining to the Milford Histori-
cal and Genealogical Society.
9. To see if the town will vote to exempt from
taxation for a term of ten years, beginning with 1913.
the manufacturing establishment proposed to be erected
in this town by the French & Heald Company, and the
capital to be used in operating the same ; but this ex-
emption is not to apply to the land on which the same
shall be erected.
10. To see if the town will vote to adopt and use
the Patrol system , so called, for the care and repair of
all or an}' part of its highways.
11. To see if the town will vote to purchase the
lot of land on which stood the French & Heald Company
factor}-, recently burned, together with the buildings re-
maining thereon, said land to be used for the erection of
a town stable thereon . or other public purposes, and to
raise and appropriate money to pay for the same.
12. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the destruction of brown-
tail moths and elm leaf beetles.
13. To see what sum of money the town will vote to
raise and appropriate for lighting streets and town house.
14. To elect three delegates to the constitutional
convention
.
15. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for town house repairs.
16. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the free library.
17. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for Memorial Day.
18. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for the fire department.
19. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for night watchman and police
service
.
20. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for town officers, hydrants, etc.,
state and county tax. interest, floating debt, sinking
funds, janitor, board of health, town poor, town house
supplies, printing, and miscellaneous expenses.
21. To see if the town will vote to rescind any or
all of the votes heretofore passed in relation to the care,
control and management of the Milford Water Works,
adopt an)' new plan for. the care, control and manage-
ment of the same, or pass any vote or votes in relation
thereto.
22. To see if the town will vote to have the in-
ventory printed, and raise and appropriate money for the
same.
23. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes, if
necessary, as provided by law of 1907.
24. To transact any other business that may legal-
ly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this twenty -sixth
da>r of February in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-
dred and twelve.
HARRY A. WILKINS, ) Selectmen
OLIVER H. FOSTER, [ of
HIRAM C. BRUCE, ) Milford.
THE TOTAL VALUATION
Found in April, 1911
Number of polls, 1034 $ 103,400 00
Value of real estate 1,635,580 00
No. of horses, 451 40,025 00
cows, 557 19,756 00
oxen, 6 390 00
neat stock, 106 2,536 00
sheep, 16 75 00
hogs, 15 186 00
fowls, 14,804 10,515 00
carriages, 64 11,225 00
Stock in banks 52,000 00




Mills and machinery 100,650 00
Xot otherwise designated 550 00
52,142,193 00
Rate percent 2 35
Amount of tax 50,341 53
School tax from Amherst 54 67
RAILROAD STOCK OWNED IX TOWN
Boston & Maine 79 share-
Concord & Montreal 425 shares
Fitchburg 227 shares




Nashua Street Railway 5 si i ares
Suncook Valley 3 shares
Manchester Traction 16 shares
Great Falls 7 shares
ESTIMATES FOR 1912
Schools $16,000 00
Highways, bridges and sidewalks 7,500 00
Oiling Roads * 2,000 Q0
Sewers 1,000 00
Moths and elm leaf beetles 1 . 500 00
Lighting streets and town house 3,000 00
Town house repairs 400 00
Milford Free library 1,500 00
Memorial Day 100 00
Fire department 1,750 00
Night watchman and police 1,050 00
Town officers 1,650 00
Hydrants and water 3,600 00
State tax 5,691 00
County tax 2,896 43
Interest 4,200 00
Floating debt 1,500 00
Sinking funds 800 00
Janitor 500 00
Board of Health 400 00
Town poor 600 00





Savings bank tax $3,000 00
Railroad tax 3,100 00
Insurance tax 300 00
Town house rents .2,500 00





C. S. Emerson, moderator $ 8 00
H. A. Wilkins, selectman 325 00
O. H. Foster, 225 00
H. C. Bruce, 200 00
J. M. Laws, town clerk 100 00
F. W. Sawyer, town treasurer 125 00
F. W. Barns, auditor 15 00
G. A. Worcester, auditor 15 00
J. H. Fa}', tax collector 300 00
J. H. Fay, supervisor 8 00
H. W. Amsden, supervisor 8 00
J. A. Mallalieu, 8' 00
B. F. Foster, sexton 232 50
$1 ,569 50
LIBRARY
F. W. Barnes, appropriation $1,500 00
F. W. Barnes, interest on Gay fund 175 00
F. W. Barnes, interest on Averill fund 3 50
$1,678 50
STATE AND COUNTY TAX
State tax $5,691 00
County tax 2,754 64
$8,445 64
MOTHS
A. A. Simonds for labor $362 06
Melvin Hutchinson for labor 303 06
Chas. H. Colby for labor 14 35
$679 47
10
TOWN TEAM AND MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSE
Brooks Pierson $728 00
H. H. Parker 624 00
Kendall & Wilkins, supplies 308 16
C. E. Kendall, 243 80
Fred E. Perkins, 11 55
Ober Clothing Co., 10 00
B. R. Came & Son 37 00
E. F. Albee, repairing and shoeing 84 32
John McLane est., rent and repairs 6 -96
J. M. Laws, agent,
"
72 00
E. Langdell, rent and repairs 5 00
H. A. Wilkins, rent and repairs 10 00
D. L- Lorden, repairs 17 70
Geo. W. Moore 1 50
Braman Dow & Co. repairs for pump 43 00
Dr. G. J. Williams 6 00
Dr. W. B. Loring 10 00





B. F. Foster, perpetual care of lots $ 63 00
B. F. Foster, care of Riverside
B. F. Foster, care of No. 1, No. 2,
No. 3 cemeteries
B. F. Foster, fire loss
B. F. Foster, plan of West street
cemetery
W. L- Winslow, labor, W>st street
cemetery
G. W. Moore, labor, W^est street
cemeter}^
A. W. Howison, lumber, West street
cemetery

































































SI. 08 2 00
SCHOOLS
F. W. Sawyer, treasurer $18,500 00
F. W. Sawyer, literary fund 506 22
F. W. Sawyer, superintendent 468 00












Mrs. Julia O'Brien $ 31 00
Mrs. R. D. Gilbert 90 00
Mrs. G. Gieneor 31 50
Mrs. E. E. Johnson 78 00
Mrs. Fred Score ? 29
Mrs. J. Calvetti 216 03
Mrs. Mary Bertolomi 150 22
Mrs. Philip Companion 85 91
Miss Eririina Bartlett 26 76
Miss Mary E. Hutchinson 78 00
Allen Mclnnis 19 26
Charles Colby 72 00
George Hood 4 00
Carmela Bertolomi 46 53
J. Levecque 61 29
J. Fostina 262 22
Wm. Jacque 267 53
Arthur O'Brien 20 09
i
Wm. Brown 81 17
George Flanders 96 00
Edward Bartie 11 24
Dr. E. H. Taft, services 137 50
SI, 868 54-
STATE ROAD
C. J. Gutterson, labor
J. Hadlock, repairs
Page Belting Co., repairs
A. B. Black Co.,
Kendall & Wilkins, supplies
A. W. Howison,
B. R. Came & Son, coal
Haseltine & Caldwell, coal
C. P. Wheeler, gravel
North Eastern Culvert Co.


















C. J. Gutterson $6,396 ;s7
ALLEN CASE
George B. French










Interest on serial notes
registered bonds
note, Mary A. Lull estate
M. E. Beunett "
E. A. Savage
























School loan sinking fund $800 00
LANDERS FUND
Mrs. John Landers, cash $25 00
sickness and burial 237 73
S262 73
MEMORIAL DAY





















A. W. Howison, lumber
Alonzo H. Smith, grates
J. E. Webster, repair of clocks










































Milford Light & Power Co.
Lighting town house $399 67
streets 2,411 01
J. A. Bruce, oil 1 50
|2,812 L8
JANITOR
W. J. Prince $500 04
FIRE ALARM
Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph
Co. $1,295 00
Howison & Hutchinson, poles 4 30
$1,299 30
FIRE DEPARTMENT
L. C. Hall, treasurer $1,775 00
" telephones 27 00
$1,802 00
FOREST FIRES
W. L. Winslow, forest fire warden $732 23
John L. Langdell 4 50
John McLane estate 6 00
$742 73
FIRES AT PINE VALLEY
F. J. Weyand, detective $162 37
Kittredge & Prescott 100 93
F. W. Ordway 30 72
Mary D. Eldredge 6 28
J. P. Melzer 24 00
Eastern Elec. Eng. Co. 8 00
E. A. Peabody 1 20




Osgood Construction Co., labor SI 76 40
James Reillv, 29 00
W. L. Winslow, 26 14
Kendall & Wilkins, supplies 12 00
A. W. Howison, 23 47
Concord Foundrv Co., 5 85
B. &M. R. R., freight 63
$273 49
ABATEMENTS
J. H. Fay $676 40
POLICE COURT
A. E- Keyes, justice






















Hydrant service. ' $3,137 50
Pine Valley 150 00
Drinking fountains 95 00
Town house 55 08
Stable, oval and hearse house 39 00





Dr. W. H. W. Hinds
B. F. Foster
W. H. Wilkins






Dr. E. H. Taft














X. E. T. & T. Co. $58 85
MISCELLANEOUS
Kittredge & Preseott, retainers
J. M. Laws, vital statistics
office supplies
Dfdway & Kendall, teams
A. L. Keyes, treasurer's bond
collector's bond
Ida M. Ritchie, clerical work
F. E. Cole & Co., binding books
A. E. Brown, laundry
H. A. Wilkins, expense to Concord
expense of the Board
to Concord
stamps
Edson C. Eastman, books
P. H. Osgood, painting seats
E. M. Parker, teaming
Sears & Jewett, food for tramps
lohn Hodlin, killing dogs
team
W. A. Cummings, tuning piano






















H. W. Amsden, numbering the town 25 00
Return of births and deaths:
Dr. E. H. Taft,
Dr. H. S. Hutchinson
Dr. Eugene Wason
Dr. W. H. W. Hinds
Dr. F. H. Lovejoy
Dr. J. H. Proctor
Dr. J. W. Finerty
Dr. A. W. Smith
Dr. George W. Hatch
Dr. C. E. Higgins
Rev. C. A. Reese, return of marriages
Rev. L. J. Morse,
Rev. G. F. Marshall "
Rev. A.M.Pendleton
"
Rev. H. P. Peck










This certifies that we have examined the items of the



























The Board of Firewards submit the following re-
port of the condition of the Fire Department for the
year ending" February 15, 1912.
The Department consists of Eagle Hose Company,
twelve men ; Souhegan Hose Company, twelve men ;
Alert Hook and ladder Company, sixteen men.
APPARATUS
Eagle Hose wagon, Souhegan Hose wagon, Alert
Hook and Ladder truck, Neptune lire engine and hos^
reel all equipped and in fair condition.
Hose on hand 150 feet 1-inch hose, 3400 feet 2%-
inch hose.
During the year a new alarm box, No. 53, for out-
of-town calls was placed in the central telephone station.
For the usual expenses of the department for the
year we would recommend the appropriation of $1,700.
FIRES
Feb. 19 Still alarm, Don Tuttle, chimney
19 Still alarm, Mrs. O. W. Lull, chimney.
25 Still alarm, B. Gatto, chimney.
March 7 Still alarm, James Bartell, house, total loss.
16 Still alarm, H. C. Gault, chimney.
24 Alarm, Louise Anderson, chimney.
24 Alarm, E. P. Lyman, chimney.
24 Still alarm, Bert Cotton.
April 1 Still alarm, Gainey & Cassidy, chimney.
2 Still alarm, Henry Hayden, chimney.
5 Still alarm, Mrs. J. Tonella, chimney.
17 Still alarm, grass fire, Amherst.
19 Still alarm, J. T. Young, engine house.
26 Alarm, J. W. Finerty, tenement chimney.
20
April 27 Alarm, John Rossiter, brush.
28 Alarm. Herbert Burns, brush.
2s Still alarm, Brookline road, brush.
30 Alarm, C. C. Shaw land, brush.
May 3 Still alarm, Geo. Bowler, chimney.
5 Still alarm, Amherst, grass.
7 Three alarms C. C. Shaw and others, brush.
8 Still alarm, C. C. Shaw, brush.
8 Still alarm, Johanna Buckley, grass.
9 Still alarm. Henry Wilson, chimney.
11 Alarm, brush lire, Amherst.
12 Alarm, Lillian Burns, brush.
15 Still alarm, W. H. Wilkins on R. R.. grass.
15 Still alarm on B. & M. R. R. South street
15 Still alarm, D. Dube, chimney.
15 Still alarm, S. Nalibow, chimney.
15 Alarm, Riverside cemetery, grass.
15 Alarm, brush fire, Ponemah.
15 Alarm, brush fire, Ball Hill.
18 Still alarm. Comeli Bartolomi, brush.
29 Alarm, Tilton & Wells, Amherst, buildings;
total loss.
June 27 Still alarm, I. H. Carlton stone shed.
July 3 Tannery land, grass.
July 4 Alarm, Fred S. Hutchinson, Pine Yalle\ .
5 Still alarm, Tannery land, grass.
5 Alarm, M. F. Crosby land, brush.
12 Alarm, A. V. Phillips, barn.
15 Still alarm, Riverside cemetery, grass.
25 Still alarm, Melzer block, Clinton street,
chimney.
Aug. 15 Still alarm, Lewis Wilkins, chimney.
18 Still alarm, Ben Bedell, chimney.
19 Still alarm, James Burns, chimney.
Sept. 8 Still alarm, Mrs. Parker, High street, chim-
ney.
18 Still alarm, Jerry Casey, School St. ,chimney
19 Still alarm. Buck Lewis, lamp explosion.
21 Still alarm, T. H. Cassidy, chimney.
21 Still alarm, C. H. Xeedham, tenement chim
ney
.
24 Alarm, James Wark, Stone shed.
27 Still alarm, Frank Grimes, chimney.
21
Oct. 20 Alarm, Mrs. C. K. Lilly, partial loss.
28 Oilman Hartshorn, tenement chimney.
Nov. 1 Alarm, J. W. Finerty, lamp explosion.
2 Still alarm, F. W. Ordway, chimney.
3 Still alarm, McL,ane Mfg. Co.
4 Alarm, Elonora Byard, total loss.
5 Still alarm, Riverside cemetery, grass.
10 Still alarm, Michael O'Neil, chimney.
22 Alarm, Fred Farwell, barn.
30 Still alarm, B. & M. flag station, Union St.
Dec. 2 Alarm, L. Barney lunch cart.
4 Still alarm, B. & M. R. R., grass.
4 Still alarm, Mrs. J. A. Powers, lamp.
7 Alarm, Ed, Shaunnessy, chimney.
19 Still alarm, Smith Berry, chimney,
28 Still alarm, R. C. Bartlett, chimney.
29 Still alarm, A. V. Phillips, grass.
30 Still alarm, D. W. Burns land, grass.
1912
Jan. 7 Still alarm, Mrs. J. McCourty, chimney.
6 Still alarm, G. A. R. hall, chimney.
10 Still alarm, Melzer block, Clinton St., chim-
ney
13 Still alarm, Geo. Taylor tenement, Nashua
street, chimney.
18 Alarm, J. M. Currier, Amherst.
25 Reuben Watts, chimney.
26 Alarm, French & Heald, total loss.
Feb. 9 Still alarm, Hattie Parker tenement, chimney.
12 Alarm, George Burge, building.
Still alarm, Jennie Nichols, chimney.
22
EXPENDITURES
A. Sawyer, electrician and steward $ 39 28
A . Sawyer, 40 15
R. W. Lebarron, supplies n 40
W. E. Billings, auto to fire 3 00
Gamewell Fire Alarm Tel. Co.,
alarm box 87 50
Pettingill Andrews Co., supplies 1 21
C. C. Sears, fireman 4 17
W. L. Winslow, supplies 23 05
T. Doucett, fireman 12 48
R. R. Emery, fireman 8 33
Sears & Jewett, supplies 3 Q5
Brahaney and Wilkins, supplies 20 10
A. Sawyer, electrician and steward 41 70
Eastern Electrical Engineering Co.,
supplies 7 62
W. L. Winslow, supplies 16 30
F. C. Boutelle, teams 9 00
P. F. Sullivan, labor 8 00
G. A. Jennison, supplies 6 50
W. H. Wilkins, labor 6 63
A. Sawyer, electrician and steward 42 93
E. F. Albee, labor 29 10
Milford Light & Power Co., light
and power 52 07
Board Firewards, pay roll 150 00
Souhegan Hose Co., pay roll 300 00
Eagle Hose Co., pay roll 287 48
Alert Hook and Ladder Co., pay roll 595 83
W. H. Wilkins, labor 5 OS
Milford Machine Works, labor 3 90
Eastern Electrical Engineering Co.,
supplies 12 13
Town of Milford, water rate 11 00
Haseltine & Caldwell, coal for Nash-
ua steamer 25 95
C. S. Willard, supper for Nashua
firemen 10 75
\\\ L. Winslow, supplies 24 50
23
Milford Light & Power Co,
and Power
W. F. French, supplies
Ordway & Kendall, teams
W. H. Pritchard, painting
H. H. Barber, supplies














Cash on hand Feb. 15, 1912 $ 53 33
Cash received from town treasurer 1,775 00
Cash received from W. L- Winslow,





J. A. BRAHANEY, ]-Firewards.
L- C. HALL,
This certifies that we have examined the items of
the above account kept by the Firewards and find them







REPORT OF POLICE COURT
RECEIPTS
Fines and fees #334 81
Writs and entry fees 11 20
DISBURSEMENTS
Record book $ 60
J. E. Hodlin, officer's fees 15 73
J. W. Ryan, 26 97
W. J. Prince, 2 00
F. W. Ordway, " 4 38
C. E- Luce, complaint and warrant 1 50
B. F. Prescott, " 1 50
Kittredge & Prescott, complaint and
warrant 79 50
George Hale, witness fee 1 01
Edward Brisson, 77
W. B. Dodge, assisting officer 1 00
Thomas F. 'Moran, S. P. C. A., fine
and costs 16 53





ARTHUR L. KEYES, Justice.
GEORGE A. WORCESTER,
Associate Justice.
This certifies that we have examined the items of the
above account kept by A. L- Keyes as Justice of Police




Milford, N. H., February 16, 1912.
25
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
James H. Fay, Collector,
In account with Town of Mili-ord.
Dr.
Total tax levy for 1911, including
moth tax $50,512 09
Interest on taxes, 1911 23 23
Uncollected taxes, 1910, as per re-
port 2,424 12
Interest on taxes, 1910 46 51
Added taxes of 1910 228 52
-$53,234 47
Cr.
Amount paid town treasurer on
taxes of 1911 $45,910 53
Interest on taxes of 1911 paid in 23 23
Amount paid town treasurer on
taxes of 1910 2,652 64
Interest on taxes of 1910 paid in 46 51
Balance uncollected taxes of 1911
including- all back taxes and
moth taxes 4,601 56
$53,234 47
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. FAY, Collector.
26
REPORT OF HIGHWAY AGENT
C. J. Gutterson, Highway Agent,
In account with Town of Milford.
Dr.
Cash on hand February 1, 1911 $ 6 10
Received from town treasurer 6,396 87
Received from Town of Wilton 30 00





B. Piersou, team 5 $22 50
H. Parker, " 6 1 27 50
J. Rossiter 12 4 21 83
M. Bobilee 14 1 24 70
C. Gault 13 7 24 11
A. W. Merrill, labor on road 2 50
C. J. Gutterson, 24 60 00
H. W. Donaghy, labor on street 8 57
H. L. Bond Co., tools 2 50
B. & M. R. R., freight 29
W. W. Grafton 3 53
E. B. Hall, labor on road 1 90
B. R. Came, sand 12 40
March
B. Pierson, team 13 6 $61 50
H. Parker, " 13 2 59 50
J. Rossiter 20 6 36 17
M. Bobilee 20 35 00




J. Fitzgerald 3 5 25
C. J. Gntterson 27 67 50
F. B. French, labor on street 36 40







C. B. Dodge, tools 1 43
April
B. Pierson, team 23 5 $106 00
H. Parker, " 21 5 97 00
J. Rossiter 21 6 37 92
M. Bobilee 19 4 33 03
C. Gault 23 40 25
J. Ryan 10 8 19 06
J. Fitzgerald 20 1 35 20
A. Austin 10 5 18 47
A. Champa 12 5 21 97
C. J. Gutterson 25 62 50
May
B. Pierson, team 20 $ 90 00
H. Parker, " 24 3 109 50
J. Rossiter 23 2 40 63
M. Bobilee 20 7 36 36
C. Gault 20 7 36 36
J. Fitzgerald 20 7 36 36
A. Austin 24 4 42 78
A. Champa 24 5 42 97
Hillsborough mills 18 80
C. J. Gutterson 2lVz 69 00
C. L- Kendall, labor on road 16 25
Howison & Hutchinson , posts 3 75
H. L. Bond Co., tools 2 25
June
B. Pierson, team 22 2 $100 00
H. Parker, team 22 2 100 00
J. Rossiter 21 2 37 15
M. Bobilee 20 4 35 78
C. Gault 33 15







A. Champa . 4
C. J. Gutterson 26
J. Grafton, repairing walks
F. Hartshorn & Co., lumber
H. L. Bartlett, oil barrel
August
B. Pierson, team 18
H. Parker, team 17
C. Baker, team 17
J. Casey, team 16
Weston & Son, team 17








B. Pierson, team 19 5 87 00
H. Parker, team IS 3 82 50
J. Casey, team 15 13
F. Jones, team 5 22 50
F. Weston & Son. team 5 22 50
C. Baker, team 5 22 50
H. Crosby, team 3 13 50
1 . Rossiter 15 7 27 61
M. Bobilee 17 5 30 72
C. Gault 37 94
J. Fitzgerald 18 7 32 86
A. Austin 18 1 31 70
A. A. Simonds 14 5 29 11
Phippard 2 3 4 10
Johnson 7 3 12 83
Joe Rossiter 7 3 12 83
F. Rossiter 4 4 7 78
E. Tarbell 4 7 00
W. Lemay 5 8 75
W. L. Winslow, repairing sewer 2 92
G. W. Moore, supplies 10 30
C. B. Dodge, tools 95
J. F. Grafton, repairing walks 8 80
Haseltine & Caldwell 5 98
Howison & Hutchinson, posts 1 65











H. Crosby, team 7 31 50
J. Rossiter 16 6 29 17
M. Bobilee 17 6 30 92
C. Gault 44 06
J. Fitzgerald 16 6 29 17
A. Austin 6 10 50
Joe Rossiter 17 29 75
F. Rossiter 16 7 29 17
A. A. Simonds 20 40 00
W. Lemay 4 7 00
E. Tarbell 13 6 23 92
F. Johnson 18 31 50
J. Page 11 19 25
H. A. Wilkins 42 50
Standard Oil Co., oil 905 94
B. & M. R. R. Co., freig lit arid de-
murrage 25 80
C. J. Gutterson 52 50
S. Nalibow, 100 bags 3 00
F. N. Hutchinson, posts 90
A. W. Howison, lumber 78 00
05pi , ooo
September
B. Pierson, team 3 7 17 00
H. Parker, team 3 8 17 50
J. Casey, team 1 4 50
A. Austin 3 8 6 81
J. Fitzgerald 2 3 50
E. Tarbell 2 8 5 06
C. J. Gutterson 6 15 00
F. Rossiter 4 78
J. Rossiter 1 1 75
C. Baker, team 1 4 50
M. Bobilee 1 1 75
J. Page 1 1 75
F. Johnson 1 1 75
E. D. Searles, gravel 36 80
Dean Steam Pump Co. 2 73
J. Hadlock, supplies 12 95
E. F. Albee, repairing tools 5 50
Kendall & Wilkins 70
C. B. Dodge, shovel 75
30
I. F. Grafton, repairing walks 12 12
G. W. Moore 1 06
Haseltine 8c Caldwell, coal 13 18
J. F. Savage, labor on road 8 00
J. H. Cog-gin, labor on road 50
Milford Machine Works 2 80
B. R. Came & Son, gray el 32 8o
W. F. French, supplies 20 94
October
Days Uoiir^
B. Pierson, team 1 4 $ 6 50
H. Parker, team 1 4 6 50
J. Casey, team 1 4 6 50
Weston & Son, team 1 4 6 50
C. Baker, team 1 4 6 50
S. A. Lovejoy, team 1 4 50
T. Rossiter 1 8 2 2 16 oi
F. Rossiter 1 4 2 55
M. Bobilee 1 8 5 31
F. Tohnson 1 4 2 53
E. Tarbell 1 4 2 53
C. J. Gutterson 8 20 00
J. Rossiter 1 1 75
A. Austin 1 1 75
J. Page 1 1 75
J. Fitzgerald 1 1 75
J. F. Grafton, repair walks 21 60
Milford Machine Works 1 60
Xew Westerly Granite C o., stone 9 00
G. W. Moore, repairs 1 50
November
B. Pierson, team 6 8 S51 00
H. Parker, team 9 4 42 50
Weston 8c Son, team 1 4 50
C. Baker, team 1 4 50
S. A. Lovejoy, team 1 4 50
A. A. Simonds 9 18 00
C.J. Gutterson 11 27 50
M. Bobilee 8 4 14 78
J. Fitzgerald - 4 14 78





E. Tarbell 2 3 50
F. Johnson 5 8 75
J. Rossiter 1 1 75
C. Iv. Kendall, labor on road 16 45
H. O'Connor, repair tools 1 50
Kendall & Wilkins, plow points 1 00
Milford Machine Works 85
A. W. Howison, plank 39 10
$249 74
December
B. Pierson, team 20 3 $91 50
H. Parker, team 18 8 85 00
M. Bobilee 20 34 00
C. Gault 20 34 00
J. Fitzgerald 20 4 35 78
A. Austin 23 5 41 22
C. J. Gutterson 26 65 00
E. B. Hall, labor on road 8 22
J. Reilly, labor on road 35 35
J. A. Twiss, labor and stock 68 72
Milford Machine Works 50
G. W. Moore, repairs 1 35
Kaseltine & Caldwell, coal 36 69
$537 33
January, 1912
B. Pierson, team 15 $67 00
H. Parker, team 14 63 00
M. Bobilee 20 1 35 20
C. Gault 20 1 35 20
A. iVustin 24 6 43 17
H. Crosby, labor on road 2 50
F. B. French, labor on road 12 00
United Construction Co. 30 00
A. W. Howison, lumber 28 38
C. J. Gutterson 27 67 50
George Anderson, repair tools 5 58
W. F. French 15 73
Kendall & Wilkins 4 70




Cash on hand Feb. 1 $ 6 10
Received from town treasurer 6,396 87
of Wilton 30 00





This certifies that we have examined the items of
the above account kept by C. J. Gutterson as Highway







REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 15, [912
F. W. Sawyer, Treasurer,
In account with Town of Mil,ford.
Dr.
To amounts received as follows:
Balance in treasury Feb. 15, 1911
J. H. Fay, collector taxes 1911
Interest on taxes 1911
Taxes 1910





Literary fund from state
School fund from state for Supt.
Hillsboro county, account of pau-
pers 2,299 61
Milford Water Works :
a. Interest on water bonds
b. Surplus
State treasurer, on road account
Loans from Souhegan National




Pool table and show licenses
Cemetery trust funds :
a. Esther M. Thompson estate
b. Mary L> Duncklee estate































11 00— S94, 509 06
34
Earnings of town team 2,035 00
Liquor license :
a. balance of 1910
b. 1911
School building lot sold
Junk sold
Recovered damage on account of
fire at Riverside cemetery
Damaged lumber sold
Town histories sold
Water rent from fire department
From state on account of forest fires
Water rent from librarv
Cr.
By payments made on orders of the Board of Selectmen
State tax S 5,691 00
Count}' Tax 2,754 64
Serial notes paid 1.500 00




Interest paid to individuals 267 50
Coupons paid :
a. Water loan bonds 2.740 00
b. School loan bonds 1,870 00
c. Serial notes 478 33
Interest on registered water loans 400 00
Interest on E. M. Gay fund, library 175 00
Interest on Nancy Averill fund, library 3 50
Landers' fund, full amount 262 73
School bond sinking fund 800 00
Amounts paid School District treasurer :
a. Literary fund 506 22
b. Dog licenses 420 84
c. School superintendent 468 00
d. Appropriation 18,500 00
Fire department and forest fire ac-
count 1,775 00
Abatement taxes 1910 676 40
Interest paid on Libran- Trust
funds, library appropriation 1.500 00
35
Miscellaneous orders 31,512 11






This certifies that we have examined the items of the
above account kept by F. W. Sawyer as Treasurer of






Milford, N. H., February 19, 1912.
36
FINANCIAL'; STANDING OF THE TOWN OF
MILFORD AT THE CLOSE OF THE FIS-
CAL YEAR FEBRUARY 15, 1912.
LIABILITIES.
Notes payable Feb. 15, 1911 $19,150 00
Loans from bank in anticipation
of taxes. 20,000 00— $39,150 00
DEDUCT
Notes paid during year $21,500 00
Notes payable ot close of fiscal year $17,650 00
TRUST FUND LIABILITY
E. M. Gay fund for library $5,000 00
Nancy Averill fund for library 100 00
Dorcas Peabody fund for library 556 26
Mary Ann Peabody fund for library 556 26
Cemetery trust funds 5,090 00
Unexpended income of cemetery




Cash in treasury $1,910 53
Uncollected taxes, 4,601 56
Amount due for rents 250 00
Town team 1,500 00
Road machinery 3,750 00
Peabody funds in Savings bank 1,112 52
$13,124 61
Balance of liabilities over assets 16,599 81
$29,724 42
37
STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Coupon water bonds outstanding' $65,000 00
Less sinking fund 37,749 68
$27,250 32
Registered water bonds outstand-
ing- $10,000 00




Less sinking fund 20,236 30
$24,763 70
Net bonded debt Feb. 15, 1912 $62,014 02
Net bonded debt Feb. 15, 1911 66,118 11
Decrease for the year $4,104 09
FLOATING INDEBTEDNESS
Net indebtedness Feb. 15, 1912 $16,599 81
Net indebtedness Feb. 15, 1911 18,712 16






F. W. Sawyer, Trustee, In account with
Water Loan Sinking Fund.
Dr.
Cash uninvested as per last report S 23 96




2000 Boston & Lowell R. R. 3^'s
500 Woodsville, N. H. 4's, \Vi years
1000 Laconia, N. H. 4's
3000 City of Portsmouth, N. H. 4's
2000 Poultney, Vt. 4's
2000 Danbury, Conn.
1000 Winooski, Vt. 4's
500 No. Providence, R. I. 4's
1000 Lancaster, N. H. 4's
1000 Somersworth, N. H. 4's
1000 Kennebec Co., Me. 4's
2000 Gorham, N. H. 4's
500 Andover, N. H. 4's
1000 City of Berlin 4's
4000 Milford Reg. water bonds
6000 Milford coupon water bonds
2000 Milford school bonds
2000 Lisbon, N. H., school bonds,
ZVz 's, \Vi years
STOCK



























By amounts invested as follows :
500 Milford, Conn., 4 per cent, bond $501 67
1000 Milford, N. EL, water loan
coupon bond called 1,000 00
$1,501 67
Reserved for 1000 Milford, N. H.,
bond called and not yet deliv-
ered $1,000 00
Balance uninvested 110 91
Expense advertising for called bonds 3 75
1,114 66
Cash balance from last year
Expense as stated





9*7 7 1£1 IV
$2,588 62
F. W. Sawyer, Trustee, In account with
School- Loan Sinking Fund.
Dr.
To cash uninvested as per last report $ 73




1000 Lisbon, N. H.' 0/2's
1000 Haverhill, N. H. 4's
1000 So. Antrim, N. H. 4's
2000 Chelsea, Mass. 4's
1000 Newmarket, N. H. 3%'s
1000 Newton, Mass. 3^'s
1000 Nashua, N. H. 4's
1000 Concord & Montreal R. R. 4's
1000 Gorham, N. H. 4's
1000 Montpelier, Vt. 4's
500 Portsmouth, N. H. 4's
2000 Pawtucket, R. I. 4's
2500 Milford school bonds
2000 Milford w7ater bonds, one extra
coupon
MISCELLANEOUS INCOME



















By amounts irivested as follows :
1500 Milford, Conn. 4's at 99 and
interest $1,506 99
Cash on hand uninvested 9 21
$1,516 20
DEDUCTION
Cash balance from last year 73
Net increase of fund $1,515 4',
41




2000 Boston & Lowell R. R. 3^'s $2,000 00
500 Woodsville, N. H. 4's 500 00
2000 Lisbon,- N. H. 3%'s 2,021 50
1000 Laconia, N. H. 4's 1,000 00
3000 Portsmouth, N. H. 4's 3,030 52
2000 Danburv, Conn. 3^'s 1,980 31
1000 Winooski, Vt. 4's 1,018 83
500 No. Providence, R. I. 4's 523 84
1000 Lancaster, N. H. 4's 1,067 17
1000 Somersworth, N. H. 4's 987 22
1000 Kennebec Co., Me. 4's 1,035 92
2000 Gorham, N. H. 4's 2,029 56
13000 Milford, N. H. 4's 13,260 00
1000 City of Berlin 4's 1,002 00
50Q Andover, N. H. 4's 507 67
2000 Poultney, Vt. 4's 2,000 00
500 Milford, Conn. 4's 501 67
$34,466 21
STOCK
10 shares Concord & Montreal
R. R. $1,962 50
1,962 50
MISCELLANEOUS
Granite Savings Bank deposit $210 06
Souhegan National Bank deposit 1,110 91
1,320 97
Total S38, 749 68
I
'
SCHOOL LOAN SINKING FUND
B< >NDS
LOOO Concord & Montreal R. R t 4's $1,093 I I
LO00 So. Antrim 4's 1,020 00
LOOO Haverhill, N. H. 4\s L,025 39
2000 Chelsea, Mass. 4's 2,358 78
looo Lisbon, N. H. 3/2 's 1,010 75
LOOO Newmarket, N. H. 3^'s 1,005 83
1000 Newton, Mass. 3^'s 984 83
1000 Gorham, N. H. 4's 1,014 77
4500 Milford, N. H. 4's 4,653 44
looo Montpelier, Vt. 4's 1,034 56
2000 City of Pawtucket, R. I. 4's 2,016 00
500 City of Portsmouth, N. II. 4's 503 2.1
1500 Milford, Conn. 4's 1.506 99
1000 Nashua, N. H. 4's 992 42
MISCELLANEOUS
— $20,220 09
Granite Savings Bank deposit $7 00




SUMMARY OF SINKING FUNDS ACCOUNT
WATEK LOAN FUND
Amount of fund Feb. 15, 1911 $35,161 06
Net increase for the fiscal year 2,588 62
Total amount of fund Feb. 15, 1912 $37,749 68
SCHOOL LOAN FUND
Amount of fund Feb. 15, 1911 $18,720 83
Net increase for fiscal year 1,515 47
Total amount of fund Feb. 15, 1912 20,256 30
Grand total of all sinking funds $57,985 98
FREDERICK W. SAWYER, Truster.
February 15, 1912.
We haye examined the securities belonging to the
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Auction sale 94 20
Miscellaneous 5 00











This certifies that we have examined the items of the
above account kept by the Trustees of the Lull Memo-







BOARD OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
W. L. WINSLOW, Term expires 1912
L. C. HALL, Term expires 1912
J. A. BRAHANEY, Term expires 1913
W. H. WILKINS, Term expires 1913
FRANK P. FISK, Term expires 1914
OFFICERS
FRANK P. FISK, Chairman.
J. A. BRAHANEY, Clerk.
F. B. WILKINS, Superintendent.
GEO. A. WORCESTER, Register and Treasurer.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF WATER COMMIS-
SIONERS
To the Citizens of the Town of Milford :
The Boartt of Water Commissioners herewith sub-
mit their report for the year ending February 15, 1912,
together with the statistical and financial report of the
Treasurer.
We are pleased to report that the property of the Wa-
ter Works is in good condition and the supply of water
continues to be ample and of good quality.
The stand pipe has been cleaned out and all hydrants
systematically flushed and in addition to this dead ends
have been frequently blown out during the summer.
The water main on Mt. Vernon street has been ex-
tended to the residence of George Hartshorn, a distance
of 2590 feet at a cost of $1,675.12, and nine services
have been installed on the extension, eight of which are
metered.
Walker and Ladd had the contract for the labor on
the extension and the work was done in a very satisfac-
tory manner.
We would suggest to patrons who have metered ser-
vices that if they keep their faucets and closets in re-
pair and thus prevent a waste of water they will be less

















REPORT OF REGISTER AND TREASURER OF
THE MIEFORD WATER WORKS
Condensed report from Feb. 16, 1911, to Feb. 16, 1912
Dk
Cash on hand Feb. 16, 1911 $ 165 97
Faucet rate income 3 ,015 25
Meter rate income 4 ,201 53
Hydrant service oo ,137 50
Drinking fountains 95 00
Stable, hearse house, oval and cem-
etery 39 00
Town house b}r meter 55 08
Macadam road, Mont Vernon street 100 00
School houses 205 59
New services 284 99
Grass sold 4 00





Service account 659 57
Repairs at station 22 84
General repairs 136 13
Fuel and supplies 812 36
F. B. Wilkins, salary superin-
tendent 1,000 00
G. A. Worcester, salary register
and treasurer 200 00
E. P. Barrett, salary engineer 490 00
Interest on water bonds 3,000 00
Sinking fund 1,200 00
50
Surplus paid town treasurer 2,000 00
Miscellaneous 176 34
Cash on hand Feb. 16, 1912 117 84
$\ 1,490 20
SALARIES
Frank H. Wilkins, superintendent $1,000 00
George A. Worcester, register
and treasurer 200 00
Ernest P. Barrett, engineer 490 00
FUEL AND SUPPLIES
Swan cSl Finch Co., oil $ 29 50
B. R. Came & Son. coal 765 65
J. A. Bruce, sal-soda 4 30
Jenkins Bros., valves 7 29
W. F. French, supplies 5 62
REPAIRS AT STATION





Strong Machinery and Supply Co.
J. E. Webster, repairing clock
SERVICE ACCOUNT
Cuyler & Mahler, wrought iron pipe $162 25
Hersey Meter Co., meters 39 64













Waldo Bros., cement 2 75
Ed. A. Monte, labor 18 06
Sumner & Gerald 53 64
E. M. Parker, teaming" 7 60
Daniel McCarthy, labor 88 22
Frank Mclnnis, 73 50
W. C. Keith, labor " 3 00
Union Water Meter Co. 44 28
22 99
Hersey Manufacturing Co., meters 37 00
Neptune Meter Co., repairs 1 50
Sumner & Gerald, repairs 50
Hersey Manufacturing" Co. 37 00
National Meter Co. 46 40
Braman, Dow & Co. 13 30
CONSTRUCTION
W. B. Rotch, advertising
Mattie L. Osgood, typewriting
Hersey Manufacturing Co., meters
E. J. Burke, moving pipe
H. Conture,
Joe-Laflamme,
Charles Baker, " " team
Builders Iron Foundry
B. & M. R. R., freight on pipe
demurrage
on pipe
U. S. Cast Iron Pipe and Foundry
Co., pipe
Richards & Co., pig lead
Rensselaer Valve Co., hydrants
Harold Bond Co.
























H. Mueller Manufacturing Co.
Grip Coupling Co.
Kd A. Monte, labor
Frank Mclnnis, labor
Daniel McCarthy
Braman, Dow & Co.
Milford Machine Works
Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Co
H. H. Barber Plumbing Co.
Hersey Manufacturing Co.





W. K. Toole Hardware Co.




















New England Telephone & Telegraph
Co., telephones
E. M. Parker, teaming
A. L. Keyes, bond for treasurer
boiler insurance
James P. Melzer, stamped envelopes
and printing
E. P. Gerald & Co., blank book
Ordway & Kendall, team
Mrs. P. Sloane, rebate on water bill
F. H. Clark, shoveling out hydrants
and teaming
Milford Cabinet, notice
F. W. Sawyer, sinking fund 1,
Maria Wilkins, rent of barn
P\ B. Wilkins, miscellaneous expense
W. F. French, stationery


















Town of Milford, interest on bonds 3,000 00
surplus 2,000 00
#6,376 34
This certifies that we have examined the items of
the above account kept by Geo. A. Worcester as Treas-
urer of Milford Water Works and find them correctly







Number of services February, 1911, 529.
Number of services added during the year, 14.
Total number, 545. ,
Number of taps, 557.
Number of taps metered. 226
Number of meters added during the year, 19.
Number of services not in use, 18.
Number of hydrants, 74.
Average number gallons pumped per day, 1910, 116,128.
Average number gallons pumped per day . 1911. 1 14,699 1 2
Largest amount of water pumped in one daw July 8,
243,100.
Least amount of water pumped in one daw Dec. 17,
78,000.
Largest amount of coal used in one day, Oct. 25, 1628 lbs.
Least amount of coal used in one day, Dec. 26. 478 lbs.
Number of tons of coal, 1910, for pumping only, 144 l : .
including banking, 171 5-6.
Number of tons of coal, 1911. for pumping only. 150/2,
including banking, 177 w.
Number of tons of ashes, 1910, 16^.
Number of tons of ashes, 1911, 12 2-5.
Number of gallons of water pumped per pound of coal
,
1910, 141.^.
Number of gallons of water pumped per pound of coal.
1911. 105^.
Average number of lbs. of coal used a dav for pumping
only, 1910, 821.
Average number of pounds of coal used a dav for pump-
ing only, 1911, 828 7-10.
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PUMPING RECORD
Pumping time Coal used Banking Ashes Gallons
h. in. lbs. lbs. lbs. pumped
fan. r 46-30 1,696 4,650 1,870 3,362,624
Feb. 137-55 26,815 4,200 2,060 3, 1 —
March t49" 5 3', 770 4,650 2,862 3»43 I »8oS
April l S°- 5 27,829 4,500 2,43 J 5,486,925
May 164-25 26,390 4,650 2,321 3,782,400
June 140-40 22,866 4,500 1,844 3,224,070
July 1 94-3o 30,019 4,650 2,1 10 4,533-°82
August 163-25 26,185 4,650 2,082 3,753,24o
Sept. J 49-45 25,067 4,500 1,928 3»42 1,405
Oct. 152-10 24,847 4,650 2,003 3,512.885
Nov. 132-25 21,424 4,500 1,647 3,029,030











W. F. French, Prks.
F. W. Barnes











The report of the librarian, which follows this, is so
complete that little remains for the trustees to add. A
casual glance at the report of the librarian shows that
the library continues to grow in use and consequently
in usefulness as a public institution. The fortunate pos-
session of a library of well selected books is one thing.
to know how to use and enjoy them is quite another.
The generous use which the public makes of their op-
portunity is frequently spoken of by those living else-
where, who make library matters a stud}', and it is a
matter of congratulation for us that we not only have
the library but also that the public shows such a gener-
ous cooperation in making use of it.
We thought last year that we had reached the high
water mark when the number of books taken out for
that year was 25,859. The year 1911 shows an increase
in circulation of 3,541 or a grand total of 29,400. The
attendance in the reading room has also increased by
300 over the previous year. This increase cannot be
accounted for other than from the legitimate use of the
library, as no means have been employed to stimulate
reading. Since the destruction by fire of the French &
Heald factor}" the use of the reading room has quite no-
ticeably increased.
The problem of room, which has been an ever present
one, is still with us, and will doubtless remain with us
until some generous soul is inspired to give us a pro-
per housing for our books. We are confident that some
one will see the good in this move sometime and that
delay is only preparing us to better appreciate it when it
arrives
.
Although the additions to the shelves have never been
large in any one year, yet the steady increase from year
to year of several hundred books, in the course of a
decade, amounts to considerable, and taxes all the avail-
able space remaining. More books will have to be dis-
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carded or more room provided ere long. The former
alternative may be the wisest. The loading down of
library shelves with books rarely used and retaining of
fiction after it has outlived its usefulness is a question
that for a long time has interested and vexed those who
have to do with the housing of books.
As shown by this report additional appropriation for
library purposes, to carry out the plans of the the trus-
tees and the purposes of the library is urgently needed,
but under present conditions we are of the opinion that
no increase should be made this year.
We believe the library is operated at a minimum of
expense and at a maximum of efficiency under the pres-
ent conditions. The librarians are well fitted by edu-
cation, temperament and long service to meet all the
exacting requirements of the public.





REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the Trustees of the Milford Free Library:
I herewith submit my report for the year ending"
February 15, 1912.
Twenty years ago in June the library was moved
into the building which it now occupies. Perhaps a
comparison of the statistics of the first year and the year
just past would be advantageous.
Number of volumes in the library Ismuary, 1893,
5,020, January, 1912, 11,104. This is not a great in-
crease in books for twenty years ; but it must be remem-
bered we do not have a large amount to spend on books
and that they are constantly wearing out. Our gain in
other ways has been more marked.
The circulation the first year was 10,037, for last
year it was 29,400, which is an increase of 3,541 over
that of the previous 3rear.
The attendance in the reading room the first year
was 442, last year it was 11,347. No record was taken
then of the people using the reference department ; but
we have record of 583 using this department in 1911. .
In 1892 the library was open 187 days, in 1911-12
it was open 305.
In the last twenty years library methods have
changed and grown as well as our own, library, and
more and different facilities are needed. During" these
last years much has been done in the work with chil-
dren, both in their pleasure reading and in connection
with their school work.
A few7 years ago wre gave a corner of the stack room
to the children for their own use ; but this is outgrown.
Our greatest need is for a children's room by itself, and
thereby the congestion in the stack room would be re-
moved .
It is not that we need a new library building", for the
present situation is admirable for a good working library,
and our reading room is, as the report for January, 1895,
says, one of the pleasantest reading rooms in the state.
Put we do need more room. Aside from the inconven-
ience and disagreeableness arising- from using the stack
61
room for so many purposes, it is almost impossible to
find places for the books, and of course each year it be-
comes harder.
We have received this year the books forming the
library of Mrs. Mary A. Lull. From this collection we
have added to the library 173 volumes. From other




STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR.
Days library was open 305
Volumes taken out 29,400
Average daily use 96
Largest daily use 2(>o
Smallest daily use 28
Names registered since Feb. 15, 1911 208
Bound volumes Feb. 15, 1911 10,706




Books withdrawn • 160
Books replaced 1 1
9
Bound volumes Feb. 15, 1912 11.104
Attendance in reading room 1 1 ,347
Average daily attendance 37
NUMBER AND CLASS OF BOOKS TAKEN OUT.
Class














































































































Marshall, Rev. George F.
Milford Chapter, D. A. R.
Morse, Rev. Leon J.
Nashua Telegraph Publishing Co.

























GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY.
Balback, Julia 2 bound vol
Bookwaiter, John 1
Bureau of Education 1
Department of Agriculture 1
Estate of Mary A . Lull 173
French, W. F. 1 . "
Graves, A. R. 1
Interstate Commerce Commission 1
Knight, Mrs. C. H. 1
Library of Congress 1
Murphy, John T. 3
Perkins, Mrs. J. R. 2
Phillips, Mrs. A. V. 1
Powers, Miss Ella M. 1
State of New Hampshire 12
Thompson, Slason 1
Tipton, David M. 1
United States National Museum 5
War Department 1
Woodman, P. R. 1 "




Carnegie Free Library, Alleghany 1
International Arbitration Conference 1
Milford Chapter I). A. R. 4









REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE MIL-
FORD FREE LIBRARY FOR THE YEAR
ENDING FEB. 15, 1912.
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand as per last report $ 2 44
Received of the selectmen, appro-
priation 1,500 00
Interest on the Gay fund 175 00
Nancy Averill fund 3 50
Esther M. Thomp-
son fund 10 00
Miss A. C. Secomb, librarian, use
of the library and fines 104 71
Miss A. C. Secomb, sale of books, etc . 14 05
<JH ynQ 7npi ,oijy / \ >
DISBURSEMENTS
'Miss A. C. Secomb, librarian $600 00
Miss R. F. Doane, assistant librarian 300 00
Janitor service 50 00
New books 414 71
Labor 24 16




Town of Milford, water 11 00
Milford Light & Power Co., lights 99 96
Incidental expenses 14 67
Balance cash on hand 11 00
$1,809 70
Respectfully submitted,
F. W. BARNES, Treasurer.
This certifies that I have examined the items of
the above account kept by F. W. Barnes as Treasurer
of the Milford Free Library and find them correctly cast
and properly vouched.
HUBERT W. AMSDEN, Auditor.
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Milford, N. H., Feb. 17, 1912.
W. F. French, President,
Board of Trustees Milford Free Library:
Your treasurer has signed the required vouchers and
has in custody the legacy bequeathed to the library by
Mrs. Esther M. Thompson. The conditions of this be-
quest are described by the following transcription from
the will:
"Fifth: I give and bequeath one of my Five Hun-
dred Dollar Town of Milford four per cent, bonds of the
issue of 1894 to the Milford Free Library in trust, the
income to be used in the purchase of new books for the
use of said library
. '
'
This bond is numbered 133 and the interest is pay-
able August 1st and Februaty 1st. I would respectfully
recommend that a custodian be appointed at the next
annual meeting of the trustees to care for this fund.
Respectfully,







THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
OF THE
TOWN OF MILFORD, N. H.








WIIXIAM H. WALBRIDGE, Chairman







STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town ot
Milford, Qualified to Vote in District Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the town house,
in said district, on the twelfth day of March next, at 2
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects :
1. To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the school board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To see what sum of money the district will vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of schools for
the ensuing year.
6. To see what sum of money the district will vote




To see if the district will vote to insure any of
its school property and raise and appropriate money for
the same.
8. To choose agents, auditors, and committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
9. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and
committees heretofore chosen , and pass any vote relating
thereto.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty-sixth







REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
The following report of the public schools of Milforcl
for the year ending February 15, 1912, is submitted to
the district :
The year has been an unusually active one for all
members connected with the educational department but
good will and earnest endeavor has been manifested.
Each year additional plans demand a recognition and
careful consideration in order that we may make our
schools the effective power they should be in this
town.
SALARIES
Practically everyone now recognizes that the demands
upon teachers have increased almost fifty percent in the
past twenty-five years. Besides the extra work demand-
ed both in and out of school, there is a demand for high-
er intellectual attainment and greater ability to develop
children's characters. All this justifies an increased
compensation. There nev^er was a year when so much
was required of our schools and our teachers, and in
view of the fact that our teachers have met this increased
demand upon their time, strength and ability, we would
urge that their salaries be increased. The increased co.st
of living demands it; moreover the teachers have earned
it. The requirements, responsibilities and work attend-
ant upon the present course of study require more time
than ever before. Conditions have changed to such an
extent that twenty years ago a teacher could save one
hundred and fifty dollars from a five hundred dollar sal-
ary ; today she can scarcely save fifty dollars from the
same salary. Many a household servant can command
wages which, including board and laundry, from a finan-
cial standpoint, are more to be desired than that of a
teacher. A profession that offers less than many an un-
educated servant can earn, offers little inducement to the
74
kind of women we wish and seek as instructors of
the children in our schools. Beginning with a stipu-
lated sum for the various grade teachers, an annual in-
crease might be given until a maximum consistent with
the high standards of our Milford schools is reached.
Such an annual increase has been adopted in other places
of this country. Our teachers, who are today doing" con-
scientious, noble work, are thus more likely to be re-
tained. During the time that there lias been an increase
of nearly 100 per cent, in wholesale prices in this coun-
try, our teachers have received an increase of 7 per cent.
The problem in Milford and elsewhere is : How to pro-
vide the money? Other places have met the situation
and Milford should do the same. When we secure good
teachers we want to keep them. When we hire new
teachers we want to be able to hire good ones, and the
better the teacher, the higher is the salary demanded.
PRACTICAL EDUCATION
The trend of the present day education is to elimi-
nate more and more those subjects in the curriculum
which are unpractical and the aim is to give more drill
and attention to that which will aid the boys and girls
to earn a living,—to provide food, clothing and shelter
for themselves— and to train them for greater efficiency
in life. The elimination of the unpractical has been ad-
vocated by the School Board of Milford. The funda-
mentals are being strongly encouraged. For many years
there was a tendency throughout the country for the
so-called "fads and frills," and many non-essentials, in
public school instruction. Now7 there are signs of re-
action everywhere. Thoughtful educators of the en-
tire country realize and adopt the fact that every boy
and girl should be most thoroughly taught the practical
essentials of business and home life and that when a
pupil graduates from a High School it is a guarantee
that he or she has been thoroughly grounded in those
subjects which tend to make a solid basis for a success-
ful career, along either academic or technical lines.
Whether his vocation be. a business or a profession, he
is trained and his education has been closer to life than
ever before. We advocate that an education which
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trains for practical life work and high character yields
the greatest returns. This is what we would strive for
in our Milford schools. There is necessity for a division
into two separate lines of work in the upper grammar
grades so that provision be made for the pupil whose
ability lies along practical business lines, as well as for
the pupil whose inclination is academical. Minds are
not of the same type and inclination in this world.
This difference is apparent when a pupil reaches the
age of twelve or thirteen, when he is attending the
sixth or seventh grade. Just at this point, the course
of study should be elective : The industrial course, along
business lines and the academic or general.
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
Manual training, sewing, cooking etc., are gradually
securing a firm place in the curriculum of the schools of
this country. They are all coming gradually but surely.
Such instruction brings a speedy dividend and material-
ly assists our boys and girls to secure situations (and to
hold them) because of their preparation and their train-
ing. But the above plan calls for money for equipment,
fittings and competent instructors. Much of it costs
more than we have at our command. We should how-
ever make a beginning. We should adopt at least, the
manual training for the boys and the sewing tor the
girls. We have a room for the classes in manual train-
ing in the upper unfinished room of our High school
building. This might be suitably fitted up for this
work. The sewing for the girls should be introduced
into the school rooms. The equipment for sewing
would be inexpensive in proportion. We must fit these
children to be self-supporting, to earn a living, as well
as to successfully pass a college entrance examination.
Theoretical knowledge is not of great value unless it is
accompanied by some practical experience. This plan
for manual training should begin in the first grade and
should continue through all the grades and the High
school. If we, in Milford, are to hold our own in the
business world for the young, we must soon follow
along these lines.
The expenditure per pupil in the common schools of
the United States is altogether insufficient to carry out
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many plans which are advocated. In 1900 the average
expenditure per pupil for the whole school year in this
country was about $21.14. Of course this varies in
different sections of the country. If Chicago spends
S40.61 per pupil during the school 3<ear and Milford
$23. 61 then Milford cannot expect the same advantages
offered as in Chicago. Every educational improvement
of the past thirty years has been expensive but the
American people have shown a remarkable readiness to
undertake new burdens for the education of their boys
and girls. Milford has been and is no exception. Ev-
ery educational improvement adopted here has justified
itself in the eyes of those who have paid for it. Not
one would be recalled. The past results encourage us
to urge still greater improvements in our schools.
HIGH SCHOOL
The character of the work accomplished in the High
school has been of a high order and, in nearly all lines
of work, has been marked by a steady improvement,
both in reference to the standard of scholarship and dig-
nity of deportment. The school is free from exclusive
class distinctions and there is an absence of all artificial
work and false social standards so objectionable in many
High schools. The high level of proficiency required by
our Principal and his able assistants is most gratifying.
Especially commendable has been the senior work in
history and civil government conducted by the Principal,
Mr. Dexter. Athletics have received a new impetus
;
much enthusiasm and interest has been manifested and
a strong partisan spirit developed. The demonstration of
the work in physical culture under the instruction of
Mrs. McLane was fully appreciated and the School
Board regrets that financial limitations will not admit of
the continuance of such excellent work.
COOPERATION WITH THE FREE LIBRARY
Each year there is an increasing cooperation be-
tween the schools and the free library. Scores of books,
supplementary to the course of stud}T , have been availa-
ble to the schools. The pupils of the grades have ac-
complished most excellent results in their reading both
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at school and in the character of the books which they
are directed to read at home. Lists of helpful, instruc-
tive books have been prepared and placed with every
grade teacher for the benefit of the children in her school
room. This encourages excellent habits of reading" good
books.
PINE VALLEY SCHOOL HOUSE
The new school house in the Pine Valle|y district has
been completed according to public expression of re-
quirements, specifications and plans. Now that the
Pine Valley district has a modern school building, which
is regarded by our state superintendent as a model and
one of the best modern, rural school buildings in this
state, and as it more than meets the present demands of
that school district attendance, we feel that their inter-
ests have been fully met.
SUPERINTENDENCY
There are vital educational and administrative ques-
tions to be met with ability and judgment b}^ a superin-
tendent of which the general public has little knowledge.
Such a position calls for executive ability of a high order
and demands a thorough grasp of the many intricate de-
tails of educational administration. The efforts of our
present superintendent have been appreciated for his
duties have been many and arduous.
COOPERATION OF PARENTS NECESSARY
Parents are urged to visit our schools more frequent-
ly and to take a more active interest in the course of
study. It is a startling fact that in many of our classes
here, (as well as in other places) there is an unfavorable
contrast often noted in the scholarship and in the atti-
tude of American children and those of foreign -born
parents. Children born of foreign parents often seem to
realize more thoroughly the splendid advantages placed
so freely within their reach. Many of them consequent-
ly study with a zeal, earnestness and determination
which will certainly make them winning competitors
with those of the American children who often waste
their time and take for granted their right to the unex-
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celled privileges of the present school system. Then,
too, some American children too often appear more de-
sirous of planning some social function or of encourag-
ing" self-gratification of pleasures, instead of practising
self-denial which the foreign children seem more willing
to do and which, we all know, is one of the foundation
stones to success. In over one hundred visits to the
various schoolrooms in Milford, I have often found these,
questions arising in my mind : ' 'is it possible that the
foreign children more deeply appreciate these opportuni-
ties ? Are the}- to be the leaders:*' ' Now the answer to
these questions depends quite materially upon the home
influence and the true interest and cooperation manifest-
ed by our parents. But these children of foreign -born
parents leave school earlier and too often do not com-
plete the full course of study.
Again, many parents do not attach sufficient impor-
tance to the fact that a child should attend school regu-
larly. Every day's absence cripples a pupil. At the
close of the school year, these same parents criticize and
blame the school system because their children are not
promoted. Cooperation in this respect is most urgent.
Parents who allow their children to attend school irregu-
larly must not be surprised if their children have to re-
main in a grade two years.
Respectfullv submitted,
EEEA M. POWERS,
For the School Board.
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STATISTICS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 1911
Whole number of different pupils registered
during" the year <s 1 1
Boys 429
Girls 385
Whole number of different pupils who have at-
tended at least two weeks during the year <s< 16
Girls 383
Boys 423
Number registered who have previously attend-
ed in some other town in the state during
the current year 27
Number under five years of age
between five and eight 174
eight and fourteen 449
over sixteen years of age 69
between five and sixteen years of age 737
of non-resident pupils attending the
high school whose tuition is paid
by their respective towns 39
Average attendance in all schools together 675
Average absence in all schools together 46.10
membership in all schools together 721.99
Per cent, of attendance 92.64
Number of pupils not absent or tardy during the
year 67
Number of cases of tardiness 1572
Greatest number of pupils in any school below
























Arthur L. Dexter, principal, year
Leander McDonald, spring
William M. Edmonstone, fall and winter
Laura F. Sargent, spring
B. Mildred Brooks, fall and winter
Corinne M. Brown, year
Mary F. Davis, year
In a F. Babbett, 3rear
Mary E. Knight, year
Minnie M. Tobie, year
Clementine E. Lilly, year
Alice F. Morrill, year
Elizabeth Brown, fall and winter
Clara M. Trumbull, year
Emily C. A. Starrett, 3
Tear
Edith O. Loring, year
Bertha G. Parker, spring and fall
Elizabeth Parker, winter
Katherine Follett, year
Blanche M. Clark, spring and fall
Helen M. Hurd, winter
Mary A. Pettee, year
Effie Manning, year
Eleanor M. Kieley, year
W, Berl Fisher, spring
Helen M. Hurd, fall
Eva Whitman, winter
Eveline S. Marsh, year
Fred A. Barker, year
Ruth Kelley, spring
Eva Whitman, fall
E- Maud Coburn, winter
Agnes A. McGowan, year
Mary L- Bacon, }*ear
Clarence A. Woodburv, vear
TEACHERS SUBSTITUTING DURING THE VEAR






























Arthur L. Dexter $1,400 00
William M. Edmonstone 700 00
Corinne M. Brown 550 00
Mary F. Davis 500 00
Jna F. Babbitt 500 00
B. Mildred Brooks 450 00
Mary E. Knight 525 00
Minnie M. Tobie 525 00
Clementine E. Lilly 500 00
Alice F. Morrill 475 00
Elizabeth Brown 425 00
Emily C. A. Starrett 425 00
Clara M. Trumbull 425 00
Edith C. Loring 400 00
Elizabeth Parker 400 00
Katherine Follett 400 00
Helen M. Hurd 400 00
Marv A. Pettee 400 00
Effie P. Manning 400 00
Eleanor M. Kiely 360 00
Agnes- A. McGowan 360 00
E. Maud Coburn 325 00
Eva Whitman 325 00
Fred A. Barker 325 00
Eveline S. Marsh 288 00
Mary L- Bacon 450 00




Erminia P. Calderara Walter Joseph Holohan
Harold Earle Fitch Frederick Solon Kimball
Helen Erlene Fitch Henry Pearson Melzer
Lila Fanny Merrill
SCIENTIFIC COURSE
.Mario James Broggini Frank William Keith













































































































Daniel J. Sweeney Eva Diibe
SECOND GRADE
Raymond Fraser Edward Manninen
EIRST GRADE
Tunie Mitchell Willhor Hill
LAUREL SCHOOL




Financial Report of School Board
ORDERS ON DISTRICT TREASURER
SUPPLIES
Milton Bradley Co. $82 93
Boston Music Co. 4 50
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins 7 50
Arthur W. Tarns 34 75
Wadsworth, Howland & Co. 94 OS
H. A. Wilkins 2 00
A. N. Palmer & Co. 83 85
L. E. Knoll & Co. 75 65
BOOKS
Edward E. Babb & Co. $405 S2
Boston Music Co. 5 47
American Humane Society 4 50
Oliver Ditson Co. 14 04
CM. Parker 7 05
Ginn & Co. 177 40
Mayhew Pub. Co. 16 11
Emily C. A. Starrett 2 11
University of Chicago Press 40 40
American Book Co. 68 83
Chas. E. Merrill 6 55
D. Appleton & Co. 34 41
F. E. Cole & Co. • T 50
D. C. Heath & Co. 30 10
The Angel Guardian Press 45
FUEL
Brooks R. Came & Son $804 48




















George W. Moore $186 79
W. L. Winslow 60 95
Eastern Electrical Eng. Co. 27 42
McLane M'f'g. Co. 11 "50
Cassidv Bros. 61 45
H. H." Barber 162 06
Milford Machine Works 2 90
A. W. Howison 14 46
T. A. Mixer 33 80
j. E. Hodlin 6 00
J. Iy. Langdell 2 55
E. C. Brooks 14 OS
James A. Hoag 55 95
Henry deMontigny 13 03
Emerson & Son 109 55
French & Heald 83
E. F. Albee 50
Henry Dnbe 75
JANITORS AND I.AHOR
E. F. Armstrong $649 92
W. J. Prince 249 96
Eveline S. Marsh 18 00
Merlin Cobleigh 15 50
F. J. Foley 56 00
Fred Barker 7 50
Ralph Holland 9 50
Mrs. Melvin Starkey 50 65
Bernard Bishop 10 50














Helen 1 1 in cl 2 no
II. E. Carlton 5 50
$] . L20 "3
HOWARD SCHOOL HO
James Reiley, labor
E- C. Brooks, labor and material
A. W. Howison, lumber
Geo. W. Moore, labor
J. A. Mixer, labor and material
Howison & Hutchinson, lumber
B. P. Foster
E. A. Savage, labor
Kendall & Wilkins, material





Kenney Bros. & Wolkins $41 75
SALARV OF SCHOOL BOARD
W. H. Walbridge $ 50 00
C. A. Langdell 100 00
Ella M. Powers 50 00
$200 no
SALARY OF DISTRICT TREASURER
F. YV. Sawyer , $50 00
SALARY OF SUPERINTENDENT
John Bacon $936 no
One-half of this sum is paid by the State.
NIGHT SCHOOL
A. L. Dexter, instructor 552 00




A. L. Keyesj insurance $143 50
James P. Melzer, printing 57 25
E. L. Kittredge, rent 13 00
F. X. Hutchinson, janitors' supplies 2 25
Henry O. Doughty, floor dressing, 39 47
New England Tel. and Telegraph Co. 30 48
J. A. Casey, labor on park 7 00
Milford Light and Power Co. 78 23
C. A. Eangdell, postage and expenses 7 75
J. E. Taylor, transportation 9 00






Milford Water Works 206 25
Milford Cabinet, printing 5S 40
Sears & Jewett, supplies 5 05
John Twiss, flags for carnival 7 37
A. W. Smith, binding books 10 58
Kendall & Wilkins, janitors' supplies 25 36
J. F. Lumbard, transportation 81 50
T. E. Webster, clocks and repairs 12 50
F. A. Parker 3 50
Mrs. John Henrickson. transportation 1 54
Orient Spray Co.. oil 21 00
S. C. Coburn, storing propertv 6 00
A. E. Brown, laundry 19 88
C. B. Dodge • 40
John A. Bruce, floor dressing 9 41
E M. Parker, express 80
H. L. Wetherbee, dustbane 4 05
Emerson & Son, janitors' supplies 7 81
Carlton G. Dorman, oil 21 50
C. L. Chase & Son 4 25
John Church & Co. 83
Frederick Disinfectant Co. 1 50
Ella M. Powers, postage and expenses 7 75
Geo. S. Proctor, tuition 71 75
W. E- Nutting, tuning piano 3 00
John Hodlin, truant officer and taking-
school census 40 01
1
H. L. Bartlett, 2 29
H. W. Crosby 3 50
INTERIOR VIEWS OF PINE VALLEY SCHOOL HOUSE
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F. II. Clark, express 5 75
\V. vS. Keith 1 10
Geo. C. L,augdell, writing diplomas 2 00
E. S. Heald, lettering diplomas 2 75
J. W. Knox, tuning piano 3 50
Ordway & Kendall, teams for music
teacher, drawing teacher and
schoolboard 87 00
W. F. French, supplies 53 J
9
$1,260 34
PINK VATXKY SCHOOL HOUSE
Henry DeMontigny, contract $2,039 00
Town of Milford, cellar 107 00
G. A'. Carlton, stone 9 00
A. W. Howison, lumber 2 50
C. J. Gutterson, town team ,33 80
F. A. Barker, labor 57 61
A. D. Young, labor 20 00
Cassid}^ Bros., labor 10 00
Henry DeMontigny, labor 12 40
W. B. Rotch, insurance 22 00








Repairs and improvements 764 57
Janitors and labor 1,120 03
Miscellaneous 1,260 34
Night school 42 00
Howard school house 364 40
Pine Valley school house 2,494 96
Superintendent 936 00
School Board 200 00




Money required for text books and
scholars' supplies for the com-
ing fiscal year $1,300 00
Money required for flags and appur-




For the School Board,
This certifies that we have examined the items of the
above account kept by C. A. Langdell as clerk of School






REPORT OF FREDERICK W. SAWYER,
Treasurer of School District of Milford for the Fiscal
Year Ending- February 15, 1912.
Dr.
To cash balance from last report $ 654 17
Appropriation 18,500 00
Tuition from towns and individuals 1,661 64
Rent of High school 4 00
Sale of Pine Valley School house 50 00
Sale of old platform 5 00
Sale of shed 11 00
Insurance for damage to High school 44 30
Dog licenses 420 84
Literary fund 506 21
State of New Hampshire for Sup't 468 00
Reimbursement for glass broken 2 50
Miscellaneous 3 95
Use of Park 10 00
—-:— $22,341 62
Or.
By payment as follows :
On orders of the School Board $21,'






This certifies that we have examined the items of the
above account kept by Frederick W. Sawyer as Treas-
urer of Mil ford School District and find them correctly
east and properly vouched.
F. W. BARNES.
H. W. AMSDEX.
February 20. 1912. Auditors.
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Report of Superintendent of Schools*
I herewith present my fourth annual report and the seventh
in the series since supervision was established.
The following- summary of movement of pupils through the
grades accounts for all schools in town:
GRADE 1 2
Number of pupils promoted to next grade
during- or at the end of the school year • 74 47 70
Number pupils in grade at end of year
not promoted 19 5 6
Number pupils in grade at end of year
who have been there two years 11 6 3
Number pupils in grade at end of year
who have been there three years 2
.
Average age of class at beginning of









Xo special effort has been made to raise the standard of
our schools, but each teacher has been striving to bring every
pupil up to the present standard. That they have succeeded
somewhat is shown by our record of non-promotions. The past
year ten per cent failed of promotion; but the year before six-
teen percent failed, and records of previous years show a still
larger percent. Xo pupils, were promoted on trial, but we were
obliged to return three pupils to one grade during the fall. These
three are included in the above table as non-promotion for that
grade. Afore than that number nave made up deficiencies
and have been promoted or have skipped a grade. It is easy to
raise the standard of a school ; in fact, the weakest teacher
we might employ could do that, but it is difficult to bring a
whole class up to the standard. /
The percentage of non-promotions in all but three grades
are as low as we may expect to make them. The number of
failures in the first grade is still large, due mainly to non-at-
tendance. At least half of these would pass if their parents
would bring the children in bad weather
I believe it is very unusual for a year to pass without sev-
eral rooms being closed on account of sickness. Although we
were threatened several times during the year, we escaped with
a percentage of attendance of 93 and not a single school was
closed during the year.
The no-school signal was given less often than usual It
was given Feb. 7, p. m., and March 15, a. m. The signals are:
8 or 12. CO. no session of primary or grammar.
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8.15 or 12.45, no session of the primary, grades 1 to 3.
7.45, no session of high school.
Departmental teaching has been continued in the seventh
and eighth grades. History, geography and arithmetic have each
been taught by one teacher in the three rooms. The teachers
have had time for better preparation and the pupils have profited
by having the same teacher for two years in each subject, in
order to lessen the number of classes in rural schools and allow
the departmental teacher of geography to prepare but one les-
son the seventh and eighth year Geography alternate. All sev-
enth and eighth grade classes do eighth grade work this year and
will do seventh grade work in that subject next year. The main
difference in the two years' work is in the selection of countries
to be studied
The adjourned school meeting last March appropriated $2500
for a school building at Pine Valley to replace the one burned
Dec. 25, 1910, and the Selectmen and the School Board were
appointed as a joint committee to build it. The building con-
structed by them is a departure from rural schools in this part
of the -state. Instead of the usual style of building constructed
without regard to use, lighting, heating, or ventilation, the com-
mittee attempted a model school house and the first plan con-
sidered was that of such a building. But the cost was found to
be about $3,500. After slightly reducing the size they took off
from this plan such conveniences as later might be added by a
progressive town. The rooms were to be heated and ventilated
by means of a hot air furnace and the toilets were to be placed
in the basement. These conveniences can be secured later and
should be added as soon as the increased attendance requires
the use of both rooms, if not before.
Some desirable features of this building as constructed are:
1. Pupils in each room are seated facing the entrance.
Teaxher can meet, near her own desk, everyone entering and pu-
pils need not turn to march out or to see who enters.
2. Large, well lighted cloak rooms for boys and girls, where
pupils may get their wraps and march on out in regular order.
3. Teacher's desk commands a view of both cloak rooms
when the doors are open.
4. The two school rooms can be thrown into one by means
of large sliding doors.
5. Sanitary lighting, light coming in at the left side of pu-
pils and from the top of rear, thus avoiding cross lights.
6. Well lighted rooms. The area of glass being nearly 20
per cent of area of floor. In many rural schools the light from
three sides of a building must be counted to have even 15 per
cent. .
7. No windows in front of first row of seats.
8. The twelve foot ceiling gives a large air space. This
will be especially valuable when the ventilating system is in-
stalled.
9. Long blackboard space not broken by windows, giving
240 square feet of surface in each room, or more than any other
grade room in town. In one room the four foot blackboard is
continuous for 52 feet, and in the other room for 42 feet. They
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are within the reach of small children, being 26 inches from the
floor.
Some of the defects are:
1. Building- should be nearer Wilton.
2 Old cellar extends under the covered porch, making the
cellar colder than necessary. This part of the cellar should be
enclosed.
3. Building will need another coat of paint this year.
4. School grounds need to be cleared of brush ; not by
cutting all trees, but by trimming out in such a way as to
leave attractive walks or spaces for dowers.
5. Closets are separate from the building and thus the pu-
pils are exposed to the weather in reaching them. This has
been spoken of before. The building will not be complete un-
til the closets are made in the basement
6. Xo heating or ventilating system. It Mas not until af-
ter the plans were complete and bids were in that the commit-
tee decided that they must postpone this important part of the
construction The tower was intended to take the place of ven-
tilators on top of the building. It was interesting to note that
the cost of this tower, which added greatly to the appearance at"
the building, was no more than would be that of ventilators for
both rooms. Heat and ventilation should be added as soon as
funds can be secured.
As soon as these defects can be removed we will have a
rural school building unequaled by any in the state.
The plan and elevations used in the construction of this
building were enlarged and blue printed by a pupil of the high
school mechanical drawing class.
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Changes during the past twenty years from the Spencerian
style of writing- with its ornate shading to a . plain vertical
hand, then to a partial slant, and still later to an individual
slant and style, without regard to movement, had left our pen-
manship in a chaotic state. We had tried for two or inree
years to return to the muscular movement writing used by pro-
fessional penmen and taught by all business colleges. it
seemed impossible to obtain the desired results without a radi-
cal change in the methods used, since the teachers were in need
of instruction and found it as difficult as the pupils to change
their style of writing.
This year instruction books were introduced in place of the
copy hand books and an effort is being made to entirely replace
the cramped finger writing, characteristic of the vertical sys-
tem, with the muscular movement used by professional penmen.
The firm supplying these books gives each teacher in town a
free correspondence course in penmanship. The teachers have
responded to the demand made upon them and are succeeding
remarkably well with their own correspondence courses and with
their classes. If we can retain these teachers, or demand that
all new ones shall have had this instruction, we may expect ex-
cellent results in our schools.
The twenty years devoted to vertical, medial slant and va-
rious styles of writing have not been barren of results.
Although muscular movement was either forgotten or im-
possible with the style of letters taught, all shading and fancy
writing have disappeared We are now able to teach a form of
letters that considers only legibility and rapidity.
That pupils may have more time than the fifteen minutes
daily lesson for penmanship practice, the upper grades use pen
and ink in all their written work
Last spring we found that at least two pupils in one build-
ing had not been on the play ground to participate in the games
for six months for fear of ill treatment by other pupils. Wheth-
er this fear was warranted or not, it indicated a state of affairs
that could not continue. Parents have a right to demand that
their children shall be protected without having to give up re-
cesses. This year the School Board ordered that there must be
a teacher on each play ground at every recess.
The teachers have taken turns at playground dut3^. They
have not appeared as officers to enforce the rules of the school,
but have been the leaders in the activities of the yard. The
bully has almost disappeared from the field, because he has
found he must either reform or be banished.
This same style of supervision is needed during the summer
or vacation time. We have an excellent park, centrally located,
and if it were supplied with playground apparatus to attract the
children, and a supervisor to instruct and control them, it would
have a greater moral influence upon the town than any other
institution now existing.
The evening school has been continued forty nights this
year. In a small town it seems difficult to secure a large class,
unless some one solicits pupils in mills and shops. This lias not
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been done, so the evening- school has run with but three pupils
enrolled. It scarcely seems necessary to say that unless some
provision is made for soliciting pupils no appropriation for an
evening school should be requested this -year.
So much has been published on the subject of Medical In-
spection that I will not pretend to believe our citizens in any-
wise ignorant on this subject. Xo superintendent's report would
be complete, however., unless he placed himself on record in
favor of it I have spoken of this in my last three reports and
will again state that it remains one of the most important needs
of our schorls. An appropriation of a hundred dollars would
place drinking fountains in our village school buildings. A fur-
ther improvement would be the installation of liquid soap and
paper towels. These are essential, as most of us agree, but we
delay action year after year, preferring to take chances by al-
lowing the children to contract diseases that are easily prevent-
able.
The recent disaster by fire in our village has caused a few
inquiries as to the condition of the school buildings. Three
hundred pupils are on the second floors of the three buildings;
the rest are on the first floors. There are no fire escapes, but
what is better, each room on the second floor has access to two
stairways by which pupils might escape. Our fire drills are not
hurried, but deliberate, with special attention to order rather
than speed. At the high school building with the three hun-
dred pupils, the drill requires three minutes. This includes the
time from the moment the signal is given to the time the last
pupil is again seated at his desk. The building could be cleared
in thirty seconds, but more accidents are caused by lack of dis-
cipline than lack of speed.
Every village school has been provided with a large silk
flag- . These are mounted on a spear head staff in wall sockets
in the school rooms. On two public occasions each school has
marched with its silk flag at the front.
For many years our schools have taught pupils how to read
good literature, but they have failed to create or encourage
aj desire to read the best books. If the title of a good book
appeared on a list of required reading it was forever after as-
sociated with the undesirable, and all of its class were treated
as books to be shunned by men and women free to choose their
own reading.
In order to encourage the reading of good literature teach-
ers keep a record of books read by each pupil Whenever a
pupil completes a book or selection he reports to his teacher
and if it is approved he is given credit for the amount read.
This record is to be handed on from grade to grade and through
the high school. The test given is such as to determine if the
pupil has read intelligently and with pleasure, rather than that
he should be able to make a careful analysis of it. Although we
have no record with which to compare, results in the grades
there seems to be a marked improvement in the children's out-
side reading, both in quality and quantity. Our town librarian
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reports that the library has been unable to accommodate the
large number of children applying- for books.
" 'Tis a poor way to make a child love study by beginning
with the things which he naturally dislikes," therefore a greater
number of recent books and standard novels are allowed the first
half year in the high school course than will be credited later.
Since the course in Rhetorics emphasizes narration and des-
cription the first year, much material for criticism can be found
in the novel.
Later in the course when Exposition and Argumentation are
studied, we may expect an appreciation of the essay, and the
didactic and more philosophical writings.
We have a record *of reading done last year with which to
compare the work of this year. I examined the records of one
class and found that they had already read one-fourth more
than the class read during the whole of last year. The percent-
age of novels was slightly greater, yet the grade of novels read
compared favorably with the smaller amount of reading done last
year.
As one aim of this course is not to drive pupils to read cer-
tain books, many difficulties have been encountered. Frequent
requests are made for credit for recent novels warmly recom-
mended by friends. Poetry, short masterpieces in prose and
other excellent writings are likely to be neglected. The teach-
ers are solving these' difficulties in various ways: by accepting
a small number only of recent books, by requiring those of a
certain class, and by giving greater credit for masterpieces and
more difficult reading. The only books that are absolutely re-
quired are those studied in class and a few on which are based
the English examinations for entrance to colleges Colleges are
assisting in this plan by requiring only a small number of books
I believe the pupils are developing a taste for good literature
and are enjoying this part of the work. ' If this is the case tney
are more likely to read classics after leaving school than if they
had been required to make a careful analysis of each book.
This increased interest in reading has shown us a weakness
in our High School course which we hope to correct soon. Our
history of literature comes the last two years • of school. This
course should begin in the Freshman year and continue at least
one day a week for four years. This course would make each
pupil a judge of good literature and train him in the selection of
his own reading material.
The common high school course in Mathematics offers Al-
gebra the first year, GeometiT the second, and a review of both
the third year. Year before last eighteen percent of first year
pupils in Xew Hampshire failed in Algebra, not including the
number that dropped the subject nor the twenty-seven percent
• that emit school during the year. In the same year seventeen
percent of the second year pupils failed in Geometry, not count-
ing those who dropped the subject nor the twenty percent that
quit school. Evidently this subject needed attention. The
large number failing the first year is due to several reasons,
besides the difficulties found in the subject itself. Many pupils
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arc mi the verge of leaving school and expect to do so if their
work becomes in the least irksome; the style of teaching is
radically changed; and a greater amount of home study is re-
quired.
Our Latin and Technical courses require mathematics the
first year but the General Course substitutes bookkeeping and
Arithmetic the first year and begins Mathematics the second.
This offers a possibility for some pupils to defer Mathematics
until they have adjusted themselves to the new conditions.
Our first year Mathematics consists of a combination of the
easier and more concrete portions of Algebra and Geometry with
.Mechanical Drawing as a means of application or expression.
The second year continues this course with more formal proofs
and abstract work in both years the "practical" takes preced-
ence of the abstract or "disciplinary." Algebra and Arithmetic
are applied to simple problems in Science, but no attempt is
made to teach Science in order to apply the Mathematics. In
the ^Mechanical Drawing, however, which is given one day a
week, the course is made somewhat complete in order that prac-
tical training may be given in that subject. Special emphasis
is driven to Architectural Drawing and such plates will require
a good knowledge of Geometry.
At the end of the second 3~ear the class will have covered
the ground commonly gone over by classes that spend one year
each on Algebra and Geometry, with some of the less practical
portions omitted. They will have had training in applying their
knowledge of Mathematics to Science and Drawing or Construc-
tion. This practice in application is more likely to produce
graduates who will apply their knowledge to problems they meet
after leaving school. As the application of knowledge assists
greatly in retaining it, and as both subjects are constantly re-
viewed there will be less need of the usual third year review.
It is not fully decided whether the third year should be
a continuation of this kind of teaching applied to more ad-
vanced Mathematics, or that the year shoud be given to a re-
view of Algebra and Geometry as separate subjects, as has been
done in the past
Each class in our high school makes an attempt to raise a
fund for expenses, a class gift to the school, or a trip to Wash-
ington. This is a worthy ambition and the citizens are willing
to assist them by patronizing their entertainments or sales.
Some years the class fund has not been large enough to pay the
total expense and each member of the class has been required to
pay part of his own expenses. This has lead to a difficulty.
Those who do not wish to go ask that they be given a share of
the money; and sometimes this has been done. Last year the
.Graduating- class decided to have no expenses, to neglect the
class gift and to take no trips, but to divide the money. Al-
though this may not occur every year some plan should be de-
vised to assure the public that class funds will be properly used
before we may expect the friends of the school to patronize
class entertainments
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NEEDS OF THE SCHOOLS.
ALL SCHOOLS
1. Manual training, especially in the Grammar grades. This
is our most important need.
2. Medical inspection.
3. Sanitary drinking- fountains and paper towels.
4. Play grounds, equipped and a supervisor installed dur-
ing vacation.
5. Reflectoscope for lecture and visual instruction.
6. Each room scrubbed every month. At present they are
cleaned once a year.
HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING.
1. Manual training
2. Self supporting lunch counter.
3. Hall for school functions.
4. Commercial Course.
5. Equipment for teaching Mechanical Drawing. Pupils
themselves spent over one hundred dollars last year.
G. Steel ceiling completed.
T.Athletic field equipped.
WHITE BUILDING.
1. Slate blackboard for three rooms
2. Building painted.
3. More trees cut down.
4. System of ventilation.
5. Windows in front of rooms permanently closed,
OLD BRICK BUILDING.
1. Building should be remodeled to secure bolter lighting
and to make use of waste space; one fourth of building is waste
space. The cloak rooms and entrance to basement are too
small. Two hundred pupils lose ten or fifteen minutes a day
because of this one difficulty. *
2. Town House and Old Brick Building could be heated by
the same boiler.





Report of Director of Music*
M'ilford, N. H. ; Feb. 19th, 1912.
Mr. John Bacon, Supt. of Schools:—
The following report of the music department covers the
period from September 1910 to February 1912—no report being
made in 1911, as the present director had been in charge but a
comparatively short time.
It is gratifying to be able to say that conditions in all the
grades are improving. AVe do not aim to graduate finished
musicians from our public schools; that is the work of the music
conservatory and the private teacher. Our aim is to so teach
that pupils who complete a grammar grade course shall be able
to read and interpret ordinary choral music. More than that
we cannot expect, with the time allotted to the subject. With
less than that we should not be satisfied.
In all phases of the work, such as sight reading, tonal and
metric dictation, knowledge of key signatures and other tech-
nical elements, we are requiring individual recitation. This, not
merely to show the weaknesses, but that each pupil shall develop
a musical independence not at present found to any great extent
among our graduates.
We have placed music charts in all the buildings and they
are proving of great value.
The grades from three to seven inclusive, are equipped
with the Ginn & Company Xew Educational Readers, and the
eighth grades with the Melodic Fourth Reader of the American
Book Company
The High School gave its third Annual Concert on May 11,
1911, singing two cantatas, "The Wreck of the Hesperus" by
Anderton, and "Spring and Love" by Greger; with the assist-
ance of excellent soloists, who also furnished a short miscellan-
eous program. The concert was well supported by the public,
and all bills were met by the regular ticket sale.
The High School is now studying "The Rose Maiden" by
Cowen, a beautiful cantata, which is to be given in May for our
fourth annual concert, with a fine quartet of sole ^'sts. We are
trying thus to create and foster a love for the better class of
music, and, judging from the work, I feel that progress is being
made. One period of fifty minutes per week is devoted to this
study.
I am very glad to report an excellent spirit and a willingness
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to co-operate on the part of the teachers and scholars from the
first grades to the High School inclusive.
It is my hope that the music department may be increasing-
ly efficient as the years go by, and that Milford will send out
students prepared to enjoy good music, and to yive pleasure to
others through the ability acquired in their school music
course.
I wish to express my appreciation for your co-operation,







New Books Added to the
Milford Free Library %£ *£
1911

Books Added Since February, 1911
tBooks i) re.sen ted.
*JBooks from the Mary A. Ivull estate.
PHILOSOPHY.
Hillis, Newell Dwight, The contagion of
character 170 H55
Roark, Rune N. Psycology in education 150 R53
*Spencer, Herbert, First principles 113 Sp3
tTipton, David M. An honest effort 171 T47
'
:: Wood, Henry, Studies in the thought world 153 W85
RELIGION.
t x\bbott, Lyman, That unknown country 237 Ab2
*Havergal, Frances, Kept for the Master's
use 204 H29
*Hudson, Thomson J. A scientific demon-
stration of the future life 218 H86
*Sniith, Joseph Book of Mormon 298 Sm5
"Thoburn, Wilbur, In terms of life; ser-
mons and talks to college students 264 T35
"Whiting, Lillian, After her death 237 W58.1
SOCIOLOGY.
Acldams, Jane, Twenty years at Hull House 360 Ad2
Baldwin, Joseph, School management and
school methods 371 B19
Beard, Charles A. Readings in American
government and politics 353 B38
*Benton, Thomas, Thirty years in United
States senate. 2 vols. % 351 B43
rBookwaiter, John, Rural versus > urban.
Their conflict and its causes 300 B63
Childs, Richard S. Short-ballot principles 320 C43
Clarke, M. Story of Aeneas 398 C55
JDier.; J'.'C. The children's book of Christmas 398D56
Giifen, William M. Civics for young Amer-
icans 553 G56
Greenwood, James M. Principles of educa-
tion practically applied 371 GS5.1
Hill. James J. Highways of Progress 330 H551
Holbrook, Florence, The book of nature
myths 398 H69
Home, H. H. Idealism in education 370 H78
Hoxie, Charles D. How the people rule 353 H85
Johnston, Sir Harry X. The negro in the
new world 320 J 64
Mangold. George B. Child problems 300 M31
Munsterberg-, Hugo. American problems 301 M92
Page, David P. Theory and practice of
teaching 371 PI 4
Parker. Francis. Talks on Pedagogics 371 P22
Reinsch, Paul S. The young citizens' reader 353 R27
Roark, Ruric X. Method in education 371 R53
Slosson, Edwin E. Great American univer-
sities 378 SI
5
Taylor. Frederick W. The principles of sci-
entific management 330 T21
Van Hise, Charles R. Conservation of the
natural resources of the United States 330 V27
White. Emerson E. School management and
moral training 371 W58
Wilcox, Delos F. Great cities in America.
Washington, Philadelphia, St. Louis,
Boston 352 W65
*The Xew Hampshire justice of peace 347 N45
PHILOLOGY
*Adler, G. J. Dictionary of the German and
English language 433 Ad5
*Eysenbach, William, Practical grammar of
the German language 435 Ey3
Wilson, Cura P., editor, Greek testament 487 W69
NATURAL SCIENCE.
Blanchan, Neltie. Birds every child should
know 598 B59.1
"Cooper. Sarah. Animal life in the sea and
on the land 590 C7S
+ Dickerson. Mary C. Moths and butterflies 595 D55
Eckstorm, Fannie, The bird book 598 Ec5.1
Ferris, Richard, How it flies 533 F41
Hervey. A. B. Flowers of the field and forest 580 H44
Kearton, Richard, Our bird friends 598 K21
Miller, Olive Thorne, True bird stories 598 M61.4
Roberts. Charles'G. D. Xeighbors unknown 591 R45.4
USEFUL ARTS.
Bailey, L. H. The country-life movement 630 HI 5.1
Eckles, Clarence H. Dairy cattle and milk
production 637 Ec5
*Gray, Henry, Anatomy, descriptive and
surgical 611 G79
Hall, A. Neely, Handicraft for handy boys 600 HI 4.1
Powell, E. P. How to live in the country 630 P87
tStewart, Henry, The domestic sheep 636 St4
tThompson, Slason, The railway library 656 T37
^Dictionary of medical science 610 D91
^Pharmacopoeia of the United States 615 P49
fPoultry bulletins of United States De-
.
partment of Agriculture 636 Un3
FINE ARTS.
*Annesley, Charles, Standard Opera glass,
detailed plot of celebrated operas 782 An
7
Black. Alexander, Photography indoors and
out 770 B56
Breck. Edward, Wilderness pets at camp
Buckshaw 799 B74
Dyer, Walter A. The lure of the antique 749 D98
Ely, Helena R. The practical flower garden 716 E19.2
Mathewson, Frank, Notes for mechanical
drawing 744 M42
"Morrison, D. H. The treasure of song, a
collection of songs 784 M83
Priestman, Mabel T. Handicrafts in the
home 700 P93
Sonnech, Oscar G. T. Report on Star Span-
gled Banner, Hail Columbia, America,
and Yankee Doodle 786 So5
POETRY
*Arnold, Edwin, Light of Asia 821 Ar61
*Laighton, Albert, Poems 811 L14
* Hereford, Elizabeth, Rebel rhymes and oth-
er poems 811 H42
*Holland, J. G. Complete poems 811 H72.3
'Moore, Thomas, Lalla Rookh 821 M78.1
*Ovid, Excerpta ex scriptis (Latin text) 871 Ov4
*Swinburne, Algernon C. Laus Veneris and
other poems 821 Sw6.1
"Thomson, James. The seasons 821 T38.1
*Tupper, Martin F. Proverbial philosophy 821 T83
"Utter, Rebecca P. The king's daughter
*
811 Ut8
*Willis, N. P. Poems 811 W67
*Works of Virgil (Latin text) 873 V81
FICTION.
*Abbott. Jacob, Rollo in Geneva Juv. Ab2.18
*Rollo in Holland Juv. Ab2.16
*Rollo in London Juv. Ab2.19
"Rollo in Paris Juv. Ab2.15
*Rollo in Scotland juv. Ab2.14
"Rollo in Switzerland Juv. Ab2.17
*Rollo on the Rhine Juv. Ab2.13
Bacheller, Irving, Keeping up with Lizzie B12.5
tBalbach, Julia A. Cupid Intelligent B18
Barclay, Florence, The following of the star B232.2
Barr, Amelia, Sheila Vedder B27.21
Beach, Rex, The ne'er do well B35.2
Beith, Ian Hay, A safety match B39
Bell, J. J. A kingdom of dreams B41.2
Bennett, Arno^, Clayhanger B433
Hilda Lcsswray B433.2
tThe old wives' tale B433.1
Bosher, Kate L. Miss Gibbie Gault B65.
1
Brooks, Amy, Dorothy Dainty at the moun-
tains Juv.
Princess Polly Juv.
Prue's merry times Juv.
Brooks, Dorothy, Stories of the red children
juv. B796
Brown, Helen D. Orphans
Buckrose, Mrs. J. E. Down our street
Burnett, Fiances H. The secret garden Juv.
Burnham, Clara Louise, Doctor Latimer
Castle, Agnes and Egerton, The composer
Childes, Richard W. Jim Hands
Comstock, Harriet, Joyce of the north
woods
Curtis, Alice T. Grandpa's little girl's house
boat party Juv. C942.4
Curwood, James O. The honor of the big
snows C943
Davidson, Edith B. Bunnik ins-Bunnies in











Day, Holman, The skipper and the skipped D331.2
Deland, Margaret, The iron woman D37.S
"Dickens, Charles, Pearl-fishing (first series) D55.23
* Pearl -fishing (second series) D55.24
Dillon, Mary, Miss Livingston's companion D5H.2
Douglas, Amanda, Helen Grant's harvest
year D74.38
Dudley, A. T. The Pecks in camp D86.8
Duncan, Norman, The measure of a man D912.3
Dutton, Maude B. In field and pasture Juv. D95
Eggleston, George C. What happened at
Quasi Juv. Eg'31 .6
Eldred ,' Warren L. Camp St. Dunstan Juv. E12
Oak Street boys' club Juv. E12.1
Farnol, Jeffrey, The broad highway F23
The money moon F23.1
*Fern, Fanny, Fern leaves from Fanny's
portfolio F39
"Fenelon, Francois, Les aventures de Tel-
maque fil d' Ulysse (PYench text) F35
*Feuillet, Octave, Le roman d'un jeune
homme pauvre (French text) F43.1
Fuller, Anna Later Pratt portraits F952.3
Pratt portraits F952.2
A Veuetian June F952.4
Galsworthy, John, The Patrician G131
Gates, Josephine, Little girl blue (For very
young readers) G221
Glasgow, Ellen, The miller of old church G46.4
Habberton, John, Helen's babies Hll»l
Harker, Mrs. L. Allen Master and maid H223.3
Harrison, Henry S. Queed H246
Hewlett, Maurice, The song of Renny H49.2
*Jerome, Jerome K. John Ingerfield and
other stories J 48.
5
Job, Herbert K. The blue goose chase Juv. J57
Johnston, Mary, The long ioll J64.5
Kelly, Myra, Her little young lady-ship K281.2
Kingsley, Florence Morse, The return of
Caroline K61.8
To the highest bidder K61.7
Lincoln, Joseph C. The woman haters L631.8
Locke, William J. The glory of Clementina L79.4
Mabie, Hamilton, Fairy tales every child
shouId k now Juv . Mill. 1
McCutcheon , George P> . The rose in the ring M131 . 11
Marks, Jeanette, The end of a song M34.1
Martin, F. and Davis, G. Firebrands. Sto-
ries for children to teach care in re-
gard to fire Juv. M362
Mitchell, S. Wier, John Sherwood, iron-
master M69 1.6
Morse. Margaret, Scottie and his lady M833.1
Montgomery, Lucy M. The story girl Juv. M76.3
Mtinn, Charles C. Myrtle Baldwin M922.3
Paine, Ralph D. Sandy Sawyer, sophomore
Juv. P161.2
The Avrecking master Juv. Pi 61.
3
tPorter, Eleanor H. Miss Billy P833
Potter, Beatrix. The tale of Mrs. Tittle-
mouse (For very young children) P85.10
The tale of the Flopsy Bunnies (For
ver>- young children) P85.ll
Powers. Ella M. editor A Dickens reader
Juv. D55.25
Pryor. Mrs. Roger, The Colonel's story P95
Raw Anna Chapin. A woman with a pur-
pose R21.19
Buddie, the story of a boy Juv. R21 I
Reed. Myrtle, A weaver of dreams R25. u
Rhoades, Nina. Maisie's Merry Christmas Juv. R34.12
Robinson. Edith, A little Prritan rebel R561.1
Schwartz. Julia, A. Five little strangers Juv. Sch9
Seaman. Augusta H. When a cobbler ruled
the king Sell
Seton, Ernest Thompson. Rolf in the woods Juv. Se7
Smith. F. Hopkinson, Kennedy Square Sm51.'14
Smith, Mary P. W. The young Puritans in
captivity Juv. Sm5.14
"Stael-Holstein. Anne, Delphine (French
text) Stl.l
Stratemeyer, Edward. Dave Porter and his
rivals Juv. St8.31
Stratton-Porter, Gene, The harvester St81.3
Tallentyre, S. G. Basset, a village chronicle Tl41
Tomlinson, Everett, Four bovs in the Yo-
semite T59.19
Turner, E. A. Stories for young children T842
Ward, Mrs. Humphrev, The case of Rich-
ard Meynell W21.12
Webster, Henry K . The girl in the other seat W39.
2
Wells, Carolyn, Betty's happy year Juv. W462.14
W7iggin, Kate Douglas. Mother Carey's
chickens W64 . 1
7
Wig-gin, Kate Douglas and others, Robinetta W64.16
Wiggin, Kate Douglas and Smith, Nora,
The story hour, Juv. W64.18
Williams, Jessie Lynch, The married life of
the Frederic Carrolls W671 .1
Williamson, C. N. and A. M. The golden
silence W672.7
Wright, Harold Bell, The winning of Bar-
bara Worth W935.2
Bunnikin Brown (For very young
readers) A 33
M adam Mouse (For very young readers ) A 34
ESSAYS
Bennett, Arnold, How to live on 24 hours a
day 824B431
Chesterton, Gilbert K. Alarms anl discus-
sions 824 C42
Crothers, Samuel M. Among friends 814 CS7.3
MISCELLANEOUS
Bryan, William J., editor, World's famous
orations. America, 3 vols. 815 BS4
*Wotld ,s famous orations, Europe 845 B84
*World's famous orations, Ireland 825 B841
*Cicero, Marcus ' Tullius, Select orations
(Latin text) 875 C48.1
*Edgren, A. Hyaimer, Shakuntala, a Hin-
doo drama 892 Ed
7
^Goodrich, Chauncey A. British eloquence 825 G62
*Livy, Titus, Titi Livi Patavini historiarum
(Latin text) 878 L76
*Morris, G. P. and Willis, N. P. Prose and
poetry of Europe and the United States 808 M851
"Racine, Jean Baptiste, Oeuvres complete
(French text) 842 R 11
^Sanderson, Edgar, Literature of XIX cen-
tury 809 Sa5
Schauffler, Robert H. Memorial day 808 Schl
"Schiller, Johann von, Maria Stuart (Ger-
man text) 832 Sch3.1
*WTerke. 4 vols. (German text) S3 2 Sch3.2
*Wallensteim's Tod (German text) 832 Sch3.3
Stevenson, Burton E. and FUizabeth B. Days
and deeds. Prose for children's read-
ing and speaking 808 St41
Stickney. J. H. Earth and sky. Nature
readers, 3 vols. 820 St5
"Tacitus, Cornelius, Julii Agricolae vita
(Latin text) 878 Til
*Willson
J
Marcius, Third reader 808 W66




McGuffey's third reader 808 M17
*New Franklin second reader 808 F85.1
*New Franklin third reader 808 F85.2
*New Hampshire book 808 N45
*Xew National second reader 808 B26
"Our honeymoon and other comical-
ities from Punch 827 Al
DESCRIPTION AND TRAVELS
"Bacon, Edwin. A guide book of Boston 917 M38B
Borup, George, A tenderfoot with Peary 919 B64
Chase, J. Seaton. Yosemite trails 917 C13C
Collier, Price, The west in the east from an
American point of view 9*5 MobC
^Davis, C. H. North polar expedition 919 D29
DuChaillu, Paul. In African forest and jun-
gle 916 D85.6
French, George, editor. New England, what
it is and what it is to be 917 N44F
Hall. Adelaide. Two women abroad 910 Hi
4
Johnson, Clifton, The great lakes 917 J 62.
7
"Ingersoll, Ernest. The crest of the conti-
nent 917 In4.1
*Loomis, Lafeyette C. Index guide to travel
and art studv in Europe 914 L87
Markwick, W. F.'and Smith, W. A. The
South American republics. Geograph-
ical reader 918 M34
"Meurer, Julius, Kleiner illustrirter Fuhrer
durch Wien und LTmgebungen (Ger-
man text) 914 M57
Mitchell, Donald G. Fresh gleanings of con-
tinental Europe 914 M67
Peixotto. Ernest, By Italian Seas 914 ItlP
Through the French provinces 914 FS4P
"Sanderson, Edgar, editor. Achievements of
the XIX century 901 Sa5
Shelley, Henry C. Untrodden English ways 914 En3Sh
Swinton, William, Outlines of the world's
history 909 Sw6
Wharton, Edith, A motor flight through
France 914 F84W
White, Stewart Edward, The cabin 917 W58.2
Whitney, Harry, Hunting with the Eski-
mos 917 W611
Yeigh, Frank. Through the heart of Canada 917 C16Y
^Illustrated guide of (Geneva 914 SwoG
*Paris as it is 914 F84P
BIOGRAPHY.
*Bornhak, F. Die Furstinnen auf dem
Throne der Hohenzollern in Braden-
burg-Preussen (German text) 923 B64
Brooks, Elbridge, True story of Benjamin
Franklin 923 F85B
Brown, Frederic K. (Al Priddy), Through
the mill 920 B812
Clarke, M. Story of Caesar 923 CllC
Dallin, Colonna M. Sketches of great painters 927 Dlfc
tGraves, R. A. The farmer boy who became
a bishop 922 G7
8
*Green, Anne S. Pokahuntas 920 P75G
Grinnell, George B. Trails of the pathfinders 923 G88
Guerber, H. A. Empresses of France 923 G93
Harris, Amanda B. American authors for
young folks 928 H24.1
*Hi41, George, Benedict Arnold 923 Ar6H
*Gen . Israel Putnam 923 P98H
*Captain John Smith 923 Sm4H
*Horton, R. G. Life and public services of
James Buchanan 923 B85I
I
Jordan, David Star, editor, Eeading Ameri-
can men of science 925 J76
Keysor, Jennie, Sketches of American writ-
ers. 2 vols. 928 K52
*Longacre, J. B. National portrait gallery of
distinguished Americans. 4 vols. 923 L85
Lansing, Marion F. Barbarian and noble 920 E29
'Lincoln, Robert, Lives of the presidents 923 L621
Mabie, Hamilton, Heroes every child should
know 920 Ml 1.1
*Mallory, Daniel, editor , Life and speeches
of Henry Clay. 2 vols. 923 C57M
*Parker, Edward G. Reminiscences of Rufus
Choate 923 C45P
Partem. James, Horace Greeley 923 G811P
Pierson. Mrs. Helen, Lives of the presidents 923 P61
Richards, Laura E. Two noble lives. S. G.
Howe and Julia Ward Howe 923 H831R
Richardson, Charles F., editor, Daniel Web-
ster for young- Americans 923 W39R
*Richter, Jean Paul. Flegeljahre (French
text) 928 R41
*Sanderson. Edgar, editor. American states-
men 923 Sa5.2
*Famous warriors 923 Sa5
*Famous women 920 Sa5
*Foreign statesmen 923 Sa5.3
*Great philosophers 921 Sa5
Stowe, Charles E. and Lyman B. Harriet
Beecher Stowe 928 StTSt
*Wirt, William. Life of Patrick Henry 923 H39W
Wright, Henrietta, Children's stories in
English literature 928 W93.2
Children's stories in English literature.
Part 2 928W93.3
Children's stories of the great scientists 925 W93
*Emma Willard and her pupils 920 W66
"Messages and biographical sketch of
Gov. George A. Ramsdell 923 R14
HISTORY.
*Avary, Myrta L. Dixie after the war 973 Avl
*Baker, L. C. History of United States
secret service 973 B17
"
:
Barnes, Mary Sheldon, Studies in Ameri-
can history 973 B261
Blaisdell, Albert F. Stories of the civil war 973 B57.1
Botsford, George W. A history of the an-
cient world 930 B65
Brooks, Elbridge S. True storv of the Unit-
ed States 973 B791.2
Burgess, John W. Civil war and the consti-
tution. 2 vols. 973 B91.1
Reconstruction and the constitution,
1866-1876 973 B91.2
^Copp, Elbridge J. Reminiscences of the war
of the rebellion 973 C79
* Davis, M. E. M. Under six flags, the story
of Texas 976 T29
French, Allen, The siege of Boston 974 F88
Gardiner, S. R. A student history of England 94 2 G-17
Griffis, William E. China's story 951 G87J
Guerber, H. A. The story of the English 942 G93]
Hart, Albert Bushnell, Formation of the
Union, 1750-1829
(Epochs of American history) 973 H25 A
Romance of civil war 973 l\'r>
tHawthorne, Julian, History of United
States. 3 vols. 973 H31
Hazen, Charles D. Europe since 1815 940 H32
*Hines, Gustavus, Oregon, its history, con-
ditions and prospects . 979 H 58
"
:%ehugeur, Paul, Histoire de France
(French text) 944 E52
Pratt v Mara E. American history stories.
3 vols. - 973 P88
America's story for America's chil-
dren. 5 vols. 973 P88.1
tQuesada, Gonzalo de, The war in Cuba 972 03
'""Sanderson, Edgar, editor, American history 973Sa51
*Ancient and mediaeval history 930 Sa5
*Modern Europe 940 Sa5
*Scudder, Horace E. History of United States 973 Sen
4
Sloane, William M. French war and the rev-
olution 973 SI
5
Shuckburgh, E. S. History of Rome for be-
ginners 937 Sh9
Sime, James,. History of Germany 943 Si 4
"Swinton, William, Condensed history of
the United States 973 Sw6.1
*Thalheimer, M. E. Eclectic history of the
United States 973 T32
Thwaites, Reuben Gold, The colonies 1492-
1750 (Epochs of American history) 970 T42.1
Tiffany, Nina M. Pilgrims and Puritans 974 T44
Walker, Francis, Making of the nation,
1783-1817 973 W15.1
Wilson, Woodrow, Division and reunion
1829-1909 (Epochs of American his-
tory) 973 W69
Civil war stories retold from the St.
Nicholas 973 Sa2.2
Revolutionary stories retold from the
St. Nicholas 973 Sa 2.1
REFERENCE.
Bent, Allen H A bibliography of the White
Mountains 016 M86
*Deakin, Edwin, Missions of California 723 D34
Dennis, John G., editor, World
1
s "atlas of
Christian missions 912 D42
Guthrie, Anna E-, editor, Reader's guide to
periodical literature 1905-1909 050 C91
Hubbard, W. L., editor, American history
and encyclopedia of music, 12 vols. 780 H86
Keltie, J. Scott, editor, Statesman's vear
book 1911 • 310 K29
Ruoff, Henry W., editor, The standard dic-
tionary of facts 028 1^.87.^
*Willard, Frances, and Eivermore, Mary,
A Woman of the Century 920 W661
^Columbian exposition album 606 C72
^Switzerland and the Bavarian highlands.
2 vols. 914 Sw5
REPORTS AND PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.
Education Department 1vol.
Interstate Commerce Commission 1 vol.
Librae of Congress 1 vol.
State of New Hampshire 11 vols.
United States National Museum 5 vols.
War Department 1 vol.
MAGAZINES BOUND.
American Forestry Vol. 16
Atlantic Monthly' Vols. 106, 107
Century Magazine Vols. 80. 81
Cosmopolitan Vols. 49, 50
Educational Review Vols. 40, 41
Everybody's Vols. 23. 24
Forum Vols. 44, 45
Good Housekeeping Vols. 51, 52
Granite Monthly Vol. 42
Harper's Magazine Vols, 3, 4, 121, 122
McClure's Magazine Vols. 35, 36
Munsey Magazine Vols. 43, 44
National Geographic Magazine Vols. 19, 21
New England Magazine Vols. 42, 43
North American Review Vols. 192, 193
Outing Magazine Vols. 56, 57
Popular Mechanics Vol. L5
Popular Science Monthly Vols. 77. 78
Review of Reviews Vols. 42, 43
St. Nicholas Vols, 34, 35, 37, 38
Scribner's Magazine Vols. 47, 48, 49
World's Work Vols. 20, 21








BORN AT DENONTOVN, SCOTLAND
FEBRUARY 27, 1852




To the Selectmen :
In compliance with an act of the Legislature, enacted
June session, 1887, requiring clerks of towns and cities to
furnish a transcript of the births, marriages and deaths to
the municipal officers for publication in the annual report,
I hereby submit the following :
—
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• •West Street.--Caroline Dean Kidder. ••







Residents of Milford who died out of town and were buried out of town.
May 9 Nashua Jeremiah D. Mahonev . 2 5 U AmherstCatholie
June 17
" Mary B. Currier •
June 23 8 10
Nov. 14 . 5R Bedford, joppa
Dec
Of the deaths in town in 1911, 27 were buried out of town; 14 in
Amherst Catholic cemetery, 5 in Wilton, 5 in other towns in the
Stare, 2 in Massachusetts and 1 in Maine.
There were brought here for burial from other places 13, all but
two of which were former residents, some of them for many years.
Three others who died away were only absent temporarily and
their names are in the regular list. Five residents died away from
home and were buried in other towns as the list shows.
The average age at death for the year was 40.2 years; there
were 31 under school age. The oldest person was 92 years, n
months; between 80 and 90, 6; between 70 and 80, n; between 60
and 70, 13; between 50 and 60, 6: between 40 and 50, 3 ; between
30 and 40, 2 ; between 10 and 20, 4.
The sex was: females 33, males 41 ; 34 one or both parents were
born outside the United States : 10 themselves were born in other
countries.
Of the 81 births 44 were females: 37 males; 49 of the number
one or both parents were born in foreign countries.
The Vital Statistics of a town are one of its most impor-
tant records, not merely for today but for generations to come.
If everyone would see to it that the records of their own family
were correctly and fully filled out on Marriage, Birth and Death
Certificates when handed in. it might be of great use to them and
their descendants at some future day, and a great help to us in
making out the records of today.
